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HELP MAKE CLOVIS A "LIVE" TOWN BY SPENDING YOUR MONEY WITH HOME MERCHANTS
FARM, GRAIN and HAIL
INSURANCE

Baker Brothers
AGENCY
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CLOVIS,

-

I.ai.,1

CURRY COUNTY.

FIRE and AUTOMOBILE

-

INSURANCE

Baker Brothers
Agency

Office mid of lie People of Cnrry County

NEW MEXICO.

MAY 26. 1916.

$1.00 PER YEAR

Instead of a 4th of July Celebration This Year, Clovis Will Celebrate on June 6th - 7th at the Bankers Convention.
The CUan Up Campaign

An Explanation
I wish to state to the public
The clean up campaign, which
has been urged by the News for that 1 am not electioneering for
some time, has brought forth any candidate for any office in
fruit and today Clovis is without the coming election. Whatever
question one of the cleanest
towns in the state. Tuesday, a
by the
plan was inaugurated
city authorities which has resulted in removing practically
all the rubbish and unsightly
filth from our streets and alleys.
Four squads of boys were engaged to assist in the movement
and with four wagons and a man
superintendent on each, they
were assigned to districts cover
ing the city. The clean streets
and alleys bear mute evidence
that the biys did their work

statements may be published as
coming from me are simply recommendations of men whom I
know to be good men and believe to be capable of filling well
the offices to which they aspire.
I trust that these statements
will be considered as standing
alone and without any regard to
the heading above them or the
setting they may have in the
papers.
C. W. Lambert.

While Clovis is

:

7

More Militiamen

Eleven more recruits for company "K" left for the border
Saturday morning, The cry in
all the companies is for more
men and Lieut. Miller, of Clovis,
is exerting every effort to recruit the Clovis company up to
war strenrth.
The following
are the recruits that left Satur
day.
Jno L. Smith
Henry Smith
Chatfield-TayloHobart C.
a
Louis Sutton
prominent capitalist of Chicago,
Edw. Hawkins
was in the city the past week.
Morris
Shapiro
Mr. Chatfield-Taylo- r
is interestWm. E. Davis
ed with the Farwells in the
Sam D. Mullen
Capitol Reservation lands loAlf W. Turner
cated around and north of
W. C. Johnson
Texas, and was here lookF. J. Burdette
ing after ther property interests
Noble Penland
and viewing conditions i n
general in this section of the
Dick Polk was up from Mel- country.
rose the first of the week.
well.

Tucumcari Wins Game

far from

being a "spotless" town, it is
by no means a filthy place. This
great clean up wo. k was done
without any considerable cost
and the results well repay for
the effort. Credit is due Mayor
Childers, City Marshal Irvine
and others who have given this
matter their personal attention
r,

Far-wel- l,
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ROBERT
DOW
Candidate for District Attorney of the Finn Judicial District.

Ball Game
The Clovis
horribles" and
the Texico "terribles" crossed
stamial plurality. Mr. Dow was bats at the local diamond on the
the choice of the News from the north park addition Sunday. It
game to secure
beginning and iteems that our was a "try-outlu.f.s in
matter were in ab- players for a regular team for
solute ac-orwith those of the the season. The Clovis team
people of the two counties in the won by a score of 15 to 3.
southern end of the district
:

Mr. Dow, who recently carried
Chaves and Eddy counties by a
plurality of 1153 vo'es over hie.
closest opponent K K. Scott,
the present district attorney, is
in the city in the interest of his
candidacy.
His lead in the primaries in
those counties practically assures I is norr.i n t on, regardless
of the result in Roosevelt and
Curry counties, buc it is also
conceded b
all well informed
democrats in these counties that
they will also give him a sub-
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Mr. Shaw authorizes the News years. Mr. Shaw is a
man of
to state that he is making the excellent ability and fitness for

race for office solely upon his
own merits and in no manner
does he intend to attack the
moral standing or good name of
his opponents in this campaign.
The following letter from Rev.
u. w. Lambert will testify to
his "good standing" in this
community:
TO WHOM IT MAT CONCERN:

This is to testify that I have
been personally acquainted with
Mr. L. E. Shaw, a candidate
for representative from Curry
County, for more than two

such an office. As to his moral
standing and uprightness of
character he is the peer of any
man in the county. He is a
member of the Christian Church
of this city in full fellowship
and good standing. If he is
elected, I believe he will worthily represent the county and that
he will be on the right side of
every issue confronting him.
Respectfully,
C, W.

Lambert,

Pastor First Christian Church,
Clovis N. M.

candidates. Fully two columns
of local news and a dozen ads
were crowded out last week.
In addition we were compelled
to 'ditch" some country corre
spondence.
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The New Mexico Mutual Life
and Aid Association is rounding
out its first year in our midst
The editor of this paper has And to say this
institution has
talked to a great many people made good from every
conceiv
from every part of Qjay county aole standpoint,
putting
it
is
in regard to the coming election, mildly.
and finds that there are certain
The Association was organized
tilings that the people are almost bv home people
primarily for
universally in favor of. Above the protection of
home people.
all the people will not stand for
It is fulfilling, magnificently, its
the perpetual term man, the one mission. At
it head are some
that thinks he has a copyright of the best and most successful
on the job. In cases where a
men or tins section, which is a
man has made good it is only sufficient guarantee
of the per
juat that he should be elected manency,
V
ana
success
rairness
for a second term, where a of
the A?sociation.
single term is not over two
is the purpose of this As
It
HON. W. W. NICHOLS
years; but it takes a piece of gall
sociation to furnish protection at
for a man to ask the people to
County Democratic Central Committee.
Curry
of
the
Chairman
actual cost to all our citizens who
re elect him where he has alare physically eligible. Only
ready been in lor six ytars.
W. W. Nichols, former repre lature, he made friends with
two deaths have occured during
This "efficiency" stuff is not gothe past year among the mem- sentative in the state legislature members of the opposition party
ing to work with the people,
bers, which shows that special from Curry County, was elected who were in the majority and
when said "efficiency" is all
care is exercised in the selection Chairman of the County Demo at the same time upheld the
claimed by the officers, asking
of its members. These claims cratic Central Committee at the principles of the party he was
Some
very fine
were paid within a few hours convention held last week. The there to represent. By skillful
records have been made bv of
death came. This the As- Democrats of the county exhibit diplomocy he was able to effect
after
ficers, in the county, but it must
sociation proposes to do with all ed excellent judgment in making combinations that gave his
be remembered that these recthis selection as it will go far measures support and at the
its claims!
ords were due largely to the
is doubtful if any organi- - toward harmonizing the more or same time he retained the reIt
good citizens themselves.
zation among us will mean more less recalcitrant factions which spect and friendship of members
Mr. of both parties.
to our people in the years to heretofore have existed.
Yeomen Attention
The News was so well pleased
come than The New Mexico Nichols has never participated
All Yeomen are urged to be Mutual Life and Aid Association. actively with any particular with his work in the legislature
present at Lodge Monday night New members are being con- faction but has always been a that upon his return, we sugMay 29, 1916. Business of im- stantly added and ere long this harmony worker in the ranks of
portance to come before the will be one of the really great the party. Contrary to the at- gested that he be elected to the
lodge.
R. B. Stanton,
institutions of this section.
titude of his colleague in the upper house at the next general
upper house, when in the legis election.
Hon. Foreman
i

LYMAN E. SHAW
Candidate for Representative in the Legislature.

-

Local happenings of interest
are being crowded out of the
piper these weeks because of
the demand for spase by the

i

Anniversary of the New
Mexico Mutual Life and
Aid Association

THE PERPETUAL TERM MEN
NOT WANTED

)
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In speaking of perpetual can
didates for office in Quay County,
the Tucumcari Sun, a staunch
democratic paper, says:

mi.
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Perpetual Office Seekers

.v w

Clovis-Texic- o

"

where he is best acquainted.
Mr. Dow is native born citizen
of New Mexico and is an able
young lawyer, having practised
about eight years.
If...he
.
me v.
ixewa nredicts an
honest, efficient and iropartia
administration of public affairs.

Finest Strawberries

About twenty people, mostly
We can vouch for the statemembers of the Elks lodge, went ment that the strawberries
to Tucumcari Saturday in autos raised on the Buchanan farm
to witness the game between near Portales are the best o
the teams of the Clovis and Tu- the market, because we were
cumcari "Bills." They returned presented with a couple of boxes
home Sunday a tired but satisfied just from the patch and can
bunch -- satisfied that they will therefore testify as to the aforenot go again S' on. They report said statement of facts. Mr.
a good time and very hospitable Buchanan, who was in town
treatment, but the trip was tire Saturday, said that he picks
some.
Saturday night they them the same day they are
were entertained at a ball given sent to the Morris Grocery and
in their honor and Sunday after- other merchants to market for
noon the game was played be- him.
tween members of the order,
Two Fires
which resulted in a score of 5 to
A residence on west Grand
4 in favor of Tucumcari.
No
accidents occurred to mar the Avenue burned to the ground
pleasure of the trip, but some of Sunday morning at 2:30. It was
the visitors paid rather dearly occupied by Lee Marsh who
for their experience.
G. A. owned the furniture. The fire
Campbell lost a.$125.00 diamond.' 8 supposed to have originated
Will Curren lost a suit case and from an overheated stove as Mr.
suit from the car at some point Marsh made a fire about midbetween Clovis and Grady en night. He was later awakened
route over and "Skeet" Kerr by his dog to find the house in
lost a blue serge coat. Some of flames. The furniture was inthe boys lost their hearts to the sured. A shed belonging to Dr.
Tucumcari fair ones and Hobart Dillon was burned Tuesday. It
caught from a bon fire.
Millet lost his appetite.
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SEIZE THIEF III
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THRILLING CHASE
Outdoes "Movies"
in Sensational Episode in
New York.

Trie Hoese mier eosiwess

(5 A0OUT OEAO

Agile Athlete

PLATT KNOWS BIRDS
Representative Edmund Piatt,

whe

newspaper publisher of Pough
keepsle, N. Y., knows more things
that are true about birds than anybody else In congress.
Whenever he can collect a little
pare time, Piatt puts dull statecraft
behind him and sets forth Intc the
woods and fields to listen to the song
Sparrows,
nd twitter of the birds.
crows,
flamingoes, storks,
robins,
wrens no matter what kind of birds
he sees, Piatt knows them all by sight
If a bird Is sitting still he can tell II
by Us plumage, If flying, by its flight.
And If be can't see the stork or linnet
or cockatoo or whatever the bird Is,
he can Identify It by Its song. A bird
finds It practically impossible to fool
Piatt The blackbird that tries to
pass Itself off on Piatt for a quail presents an absurd spectacle.
Rarely does l'latt venture out ol
L
the house without bis bird book and
bis opera glasses In bis pocket. A bird may take the view of the one in the
poem and assert: "Nobody knows but my mate and I, where our nestlings lie.
Chee, chee, chee."
But that bird is wrong. For Piatt knows.
One morning Piatt paused In a little park on bis way up to Capitol hill
to fix bis opera glasses on a bird that was going twee, twee, twee. In a mighty
oak tree. Innocent pedestrians stopped to look, wondering what manner of
man or beast Piatt bad sighted in the tree. One old fellow, however, was
smarter than the rest. As he passed he remarked out of the corner of his
mouth to Piatt:
"I've seen you practical Jokers before. You'll stare up yonder a long time
before you'll get me to look."
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DEMOCRATS'

NEW SECRETARY

Normal promotion and recognition of ability both operated whan W.
R. Holllster was appointed acting secretary of the Democratic national
committee not long ago. The change
was made necessary by the lamented
ileatb of Thomas J.' Pence, the secretary, and it Is believed and hoped by
-m.
I he many friends of Mr. Holllster
that
his present temporary position will
be made permanent at the Democratic
national convention at St. Louis next
Mr. Holllstor was appointed
June.
assistant secretary by Mr. Pence and
conducted the affairs of the office for
several weeks under the direction of
the secretary.
Mr. Holllster, who hails from Jefferson City, Mo., is clerk of the senate committee on foreign relations, of
which Senator Stone of Missouri is
Moreover, be has conchairman.
ducted two campaigns for Senator
Stone with skill and success. In 1912,
before the Baltimore convention, be was an active member of the forces that
tried in vain to bring about the nomination of Speaker Clurk. but as soon as
bis party decided It wanted to run Woodrow Wilson for president, Mr. Holllster devoted all his energy and experience to the election of that gentleman.
The new secretary Is still a bachelor, despite his good looks, affability and
wide acquaintance.

V.Jk

IS CAUGHT AT WORK
Leaps to Fire Escape, Gains Vaoant
Flat, Whirls Into Cellar In Dumbwaiter and la Nabbed In
Another House.
New York. "Upstairs,
downstairs
and in my lady's chamber" wasn't a
circumstance to the route taken by
William Watson, captured In a yelling, fighting, running, climbing, jumping chase, and charged with burglary
at the West One Hundred and
street police station.
When Henry C. Sonnemann, saloonkeeper at Audubon avenue and One
street,
Hundred and Seventy-eightreturned to bis apartment on the third
floor at No. 619 West One Hundred
and Seventy-eightstreet he found
the outer door locked and strange
noises coming from within.
Leaps to Fire Escape.
Sonnemann broke In the door with
his shoulder and made for the bathroom. Watson, who bad climbed out
on the window sill there, when the
outer door crashed Inward, made
wild leap for the fire escape, six feet
away and nearly thirty feet above the
ground.
Sonnemann dashed out of his apart'
ment and went, yelling an alarm, to
the roof. But the agile intruder bad
entered an empty apartment on the
fifth floor and traveled by dumbwaiter down to the collar. Neighbors
who had heard Sonnemann's cries
gathered In the collar; among them
was Louis Warshavsky, a terror to
burglars.
"If you touch me I'll shoot!" are
the words with which Watson Is said
to liuve addressed the neighborhood
meeting when he arrived by dumb
waller, at the same time pointing
glistening Instrument.
Warshavsky
darted at Watson and received a cut
on his hand. The two then grappled.
Watson, a boilermaker's helper, was
able to struggle free, but not before
the rather dlmunltlve Warshavsky
had picked up a box and banged him
on the head with It.
Captured In a Cellar.
Watson dashed out Into the yard
and court and then into Audubon ave
nue. Not liking the looks of Patrol
man William Lewis, who was ready
Seventy-sev-

'k

KEYNOTER FOR REPUBLICANS
Warren 0. Harding. United States
senator from Ohio, selected as temporary chairman of the Republican

national convention In Chicago In
Jnne by the executive committee
will
committee,
of the national
be called upon to sound, In hta opening address to the convention, the
keynote of the Republican campaign.
That be will sound It In eloquent
periods Is a certainty, for he la one of
orators of his party,
the
whose words are a delight to the ear,
whether or not they carry conviction
to the mind.
Mr. Harding baa been classed as a
conservative and has announced that
preparedness and the tariff will be the
paramount issues in the next campaign. Consequently these questions
will be dealt with at length In the keynote address.
Senator Harding la a tall, erect,
striking figure. Born in Blooming
Grove, O., in 1865, and educated at the now defunct Ohio Central college at
Iberia, be became a printer, and soon rose from the case to be editor and
owner of the Marlon Star. Naturally drifting Into politics, he was elected a
state senator In 1899 and served two terms. Then, In 1903, he was made lieutenant governor. In 1910 be was the Republican candidate for governor, but
was defeated by Judson Harmon. Four years later he contested the Republican nomination for United States senator with Senator Poraker and won
out, nd was elected. His term expires In 1921.
'bo well does Ohio think of Senator Harding that until a few months ago
no was much talked of as that state's "favorite eon" for the presidential
nomination at the Chicago conventioi
silver-tongue-
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MING TELLS

HOW THE LAW

MAKES LIFE

UNHAPPY FOR
THE MEN WHO

FOLLOW

HONEST

'''

DIS-

CALL-IN-

G

IN THE
GREAT HORSE
AND CATTLE

WW

STATES

enth

INTERVIEWING CARTER GLASS
"When Is an interview not an Interview?" was a question asked by
Washington correspondents one day
not long ago after an experience with
Representative Carter (J lass of Virginia, chairman of the house committee on banking and currency and one
of the steadfast supporters of President Wilson In the "armed ship" controversy.
Mr. Glass was questioned by ser
regarding
the
eral correspondents
near revolt in the house, and ho used
vigorous language in expresHing his
opinion of certain of his colleagues.
prepared
his
One correspondent
"story" and took It to Mr. Glass toi
approval before publication. The Vlr
glnlan made a few changes and later
In the evening called up the writer
and asked bim to "make It perdition
Instead of hell." The next day, when
be saw bis words In cold type, be deL
The
nied he had been Interviewed.
reporter used both "hell and perdition" In his Indignant outburst for press
gallery consumption and analysis.

HITE EAGLE

Msde a Wild Leap

for the Fire Escape,

he darted Into No.
Audubon avenue, choosing tbe
rellar for bis last stand.
There the patrolman captured him.
In the cellar was found a gold watch,
which Sonnemann Identified as his.
The glistening Instrument, the police
think, was a Jimmy, since Sonne
mann's door was scarred. The police
lay Watson confessed.
:o welcome him,

271

PATROL WAGON

A

"JAG" CURE

Hammond Police Say Bumpy Vshlole
nded
Jirs Prisoner Into
by Chief.
Sobriety-Reprima-

Hammond, Ind. The Hammond police demanded a new patrol wagon.

CATTERED

over tbe
ranges of Montana, Wyoming and the Dakotas are
more than six million
horses. These are rounded up once a year by their
owners and those In shape
are sold. The rest of tbe
J
herds are left to roam at
will the wide ranges until the next
round-up-

.

Numbers q these range horses are
often stolen.
But not bo frequently
as one might at first Imagine. Tbe
Horseman's Protective association, a
very strong organization, with members scattered over all the range
states, and money to back It, Is ever
active In attending to the matter of
thefts of range stock. Besides tbe In whole bunches, and he wns suspi-c- i
standing reward of the association of ed at once. He had gathered around
Ave hundred dollars for the capture him a bunch of old cowboys whose
of thieves, the rancher whose stock reputations were as unsavory Bb his
Is stolen always offers an additional
own. They were Bobby Shorthandle,
reward.
Babe Ellis, "Poker Jim" Roberts, and
Sheriffs, stock inspectors, with fre- Garfield McCoy.
quently a posse of cattlemen, are tbe
Two deputy sheriffs, after skulking
thief hunters. The sheriffs are al- about among tbe hills and brush near
ways
cowboys, who know the McCracken ranch, by the use of
the country and can shoot, ride, and strong spy glasses, saw McCracken
stand exposure with the best of them, take a bunch of horses from a pasture
and It Is seldom that a thief gets and drive them to a corral that was
clean away with a bunch of stock. hid in a washout. The officers fol
Horse thieves are still hated In the lowed and Just m McCracken was
West, but are not so summarily dealt about to run the brand on a horse
with now as lb earlier days when tbe which he had Just roped from the
jails and courts of ,aw were few. Then bunch and thrown, they rode up and
the thief generally made a swift exit covered him with their guns.
The outlaw hesitated a littlo wren
from earth at a rope's end. But law
ordered to put his hands up. as If
lias long ago found Its way Into
telephones and telegraphs be was measuring chances, but as
carry swift messages and automobiles both guns were leveled at htm, he
make swift trips and tbe thieves gen- obeyed. The officers then disarmed
him, and as be seemed to be perfectly
erally land In state'e prison.
However, there Is one man who for willing to go with them, they did not
the last six years has not only stolen handcuff him or resualn him In any
almost when and where be pleased, way.
As It was almost night the officers
but sold stock back to the owners,
after the brands bad been worked decided to go to the McCracken
over, at which art he Is a past master. ranch and remain until morning. On
This man, William McCracken. a their arrival Mrs. McCracken. who
Texan, has repeatedly eluded and de- kept perfectly cool and seemed not
fied sheriffs and posses sent out to at all worried over her husband's ar
capture him. He flrs came to Belle rest, cooked a bountiful supper and all
Fourche, S. D., In the Spring of 1904. sat down in apparent friendship to
rielle Fourche, at that time, was the eat
The officers' skulking about In the
largest shipping point for beef cattle
Shortly after bis ar- hills so lung on short rations had left
in the world.
rival McCracken got a Job punching them half famished, they ate prodig
outfit, then the larg- iously, after which they moved their
cows for the
est In the West. He was a very quiet chairs back from the table and lit
young man, of good appearance and their pipes. That was the last they
education, a good cow hand, and well remembered until morning, when they
liked by his bosses and the riders of awoke, rubbed their eyes and looked
Their prisoner was
about stupidly.
tbe outfit.
Working for the outfit at this time gone. They looked at Mrs. McCracken
was Thomas Talt. a young man since inquiringly and that lady laughingly
elected sheriff of Campbell county, told them that she had placed some
Wyoming. From the time of Mc sleep medicine In their coffee so that
cracken's arrival and until his arrest her husband might make his escape
by J. T. Farrell, then sheriff of Crook without having to resort to shooting.
county, Wyoming, on information The officers had to acknowledge them(rem Texas, Talt and McCracken selves beaten and went away empty
were a good deal together as cow handed.
Soon after this word was received
boys In the same outfit. Since being
elected sheriff Talt baa led in the that McCracken was still around In
chase after his once friend and com- the Thompson creek country, and
staying with his family most of the
rade several times.
On a recent trip to Sturgis, S. D., time. Then Sheriffs John Thorn, of
Hy
with stock Inspector Chuck Fitch, of Crook county, Wyoming, and
Gillette, and the sheriffs of Miles City, Hance, of Butte county, South Dakota,
Mont., and Sun Dance, Wyo., to In rode out to Investigate.
They kept watch on the place for
spect a bunch of horses in that disspy glasses
trict, the party arrested three men. several days by means of
McThe horses belonged to H. J. Cbassell when they saw, one morning,
of Gillette and T. W. Matthews of Cracken come out, walk around, and
the house. They then
Spearflsb, 8. D. Tbe men arrested as then
place and the little
tbe thieves were members of Me-- rode up tooutthe
to speak with them.
Cracken's gang, and now await trial boy came
"Say, sonny," said Thorn. "Oo tell
at Sturgis.
give
After his arrest In 1907 by Sheriff your dad to come out here and
up. We know be is In there
himself
to
was
taken
back
McCracken
Farrell,
Texas, where Be was wantea ror and have come to take him, dead or
thefts of stock, bank robbery, bona alive."
Thorn then rode to the top of a
Jumping, and other crimes. He was
helped out of these troubles by bis hill Just In front of tbe bouse, while
took up
father and, soon after, returned to Hance rode to the rear andhouse
and
Belle Fourche, accompanied by hla his position between tbe
wife, a very intelligent woman, and barn.
Tbe officers bad hardly reached
their little boy, and for a while, conducted a road bouse at Alzada, Mont, their positions after sending the little
but later took up a claim on the head boy In with their message when the
f Thompson creek and started in the door opened directly In front of Thorn.
Mrs. McCracken stood in the doorstock business.
Soon after McCracken located tbe way, while behind her was ber husranch horses in the vicinity began to band, with a Winchester rifle laid
disappear by ones, twos, threes, and across ber shoulder.
old-tim- e

Driver Robert Law says the old one is
:oo rough on passengers.
The police
ire Indignant when they carry drunks
n tbe wagon to the police station,
nly to have Chief Peter Austgln say:
"What's the matter with you
Why did you arrest this man?
le's sober."
"Well." Is the Invariable reply, "he
vas good and soaked when we put him
n the wagon the blamed thing
ounces around wo much it sobered
GATHERED FACTS
ilm up."
City Judge Harnett has reprimanded
In times of peace London contains
policemen for bringing sober men be- 16 embassies and legations represent
fore him after they had ridden in the ative of foreign countries.
wagon, which has done 30,000 miles.
The stilted plover Is so named be
cause of Its long, stlltllke legs. Only
Hsrd on the Ribs.
one species Is found In England.
New York. William Mcilarg, who
In the calendar year 1915, In which
ell down an elevator shaft and broke the United States made such marked
Industrially and In trade.
.3 ribs, fell downBtalra and broke four advances
f the recently mended ribs just two the trade of the territory of Alaska
nours after he bad been sent borne Ihowed an Increase of more than
over the preceding rear.
rom the hospital.
;.
.
?
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Heat It," the outlaw yelled to
Thorn. Thorn hesitated, whereat the
outlaw fired, the bullet knocking tbe
diint beneath the feet of Thorn's horse.
Hut still the sheriff hesitated.
McCracken fire! hkuIii und the bullet went through Thorn's coat, beneath his arm, and he hesitated no
longer, but fled.
Hance, realizing, as had Thorn, thai
he could not shoot McCracken without
the risk of hitting Mrs. McCracken.
turned und was spurring his horse tor
the breaks as fast as he could go
when
McCracken ran around the
house and emptied his rlflo at him
After the shooting the outlaw went
to the ham, got his saddle horse and
started away. Thorn and llanco got
together anil followed him for several
miles, but the outlaw was woll mount
ed and they could not, or did not wish
to get near enough to have a shoot
lug match with him.
Next day a posse was formed, and
with a blnod hound. "Dude," famous
In that region, took up the outlaw!
trail again.
The hound followed the trail fot
forty miles through that most desolate spot of land In all the Northwest
Mon
the Badlands of southeastern
tana, finally bringing the outlaw to
bay In a lonely patch of pines. Th
sheriff then called upon him to stir
render. The answer was a shot, fol
lowed by another and another, thl
bullets whizzing su close that tht
whole posse were held at bay until
darkness, when McCracken made good
his escape.
Mrs. McCracken and her little sob
still continue to reside at the Thomp
son Creek ranch and there are st oriel
that the husband and father Is a fre
quent visitor there, going and comtnf
about as he pleases.
It Is also stated that there la a tun
nel leading from tho house to th
creek, and that a swift horse, fully
equipped. Is kept tied In the croek
bed out of sight and when any sus
plrlnus person Is seon approaching
the outlaw reaches his horse through
the tunnel, mounts, and Is soon fai
away into the Badlands.
Horses are still being stolen In tht
country around the McCracken ranch
and officers have tried time and again
to capture McCracken, who they feel
sure Is leader of the gang, but havt
so far failed. ThlB gang operates over
a large portion of Wyoming, Montana,
and South Dakota.
McCracken and those of his gang
still at liberty know every foot of the
desolate country that surrounds theli
headquarters at the Thompson creek
ranch and have, besides, scores ot
friends, who, while they would not
steal anything themselves, are true
Westerners, In that they will not refuse fond snd shelter to a friend, al
though he be a thief.
It is the opinion of Sheriff Talt, who
Is as loyal in hla official duties aa he
was In friendship when punching
cows on the open range, that the gang
Is safe from capture for a long time.
The country la sparsely settled and
will so remain a great while, aa few
people would desire or attempt to
make a home In that region, except
those of the outlaw's own kind, and
to anyone who craves fame or adventure the McCracken ranch on the
bead of Thompson creek awaits Investigation.
Changefulness.

patent has been granted for a
A wise man may change his onla- handcuff that cannot be accidentally lon."
locked, therefore always Is ready for
'Yes." replied 8enator Sorghum.
A

use.
,
d
The tower of a tall church in
equipped
to receive
has been
tbe time signals sent out by wireless
telegraphy from the Eiffel tower la
Paris.
An Induction balance has been devised for the purpose of finding buried shells in the soli of a former
battlefield, so that the farmer may go
over It safely with the plow.
Swlt-serlan-

But It s like changing a twentv-dolla- r
bill. If you're careless about It vnn
finish with nothing worth mentioning."
Theory and Practlee.

"Do you believe in the theory of re-

incarnation T"
I think
"Tea.
the theory is all
right. But I have my doubts about
Its sractlce amounting to much "
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PROPOSED

RAILROAD

C
top.

Block ahead
occupied.

Proceed.
Two block!
ahtad clear.

clear

bago, Kidneys or Rheumatism.
Take Hot Water and "ANURIC"

T

7
Cuutlon.
On block ahead

It you Suffer from Backache. Lum-

SIGNALS

Proceed.

Three or mora
blocks clear.

How Speaker Clark Attended

a

G.

0. P. Dinner

Through a comedy of errors. Champ Clark, speaker ot the
became one of the guests ot honor at a dinner given by
Representative B. M. Chipcrfleld ot Illinois to his veteran colleague, "Uncle
Joe" Cannon. It was Intended to be
strictly a Republican affair, and the
26 guests, other than Mr. Clark, were
all members of that party.
Mr. Clark, an unexpected, but
nevertheless welcome, guest, appeared
suddenly at the dinner. He had
good time, and so did the others. How
he became a part of the gathering, as
told by himself, proved to be one of
amusing
most
the
speeches he ever told.
It appears that Speaker Clark and
Mr. Chlperfleld are members ot the same college fraternity the Phi Kappa
rsi and were to be guests at a dinner given by the members of that organi
sation in Washington. Mr. Clark suddenly recalled the dinner, and, having
misplaced bis engagement book, bethought him that the dinner waa that
evening. Summoning his chauffeur, be hastily drove to Rauscher's, dismissed
his car, and walked up to the dining-roofloor. The only function he could
discover was a bail, at which members of congress were conspicuous by tbelr
absence.
Then the speaker hastened to the Wlllard, supposing that the dinner must
be there. But no, It wasn't. Mr. Clark then returned home to renew the search
for his engagement book. Here he told his dilemma to Bennett, his son and
parliamentary clerk ot the house.
"That's easy," said Bennett. "That dinner is wherever Jim Mann Is. Why
not call up Mrs. Mann. She ought to know where her husband Is."
Mrs. Mann did know. Mr. Mann was at dinner at the Army and Navy club,
and that, of course, waa where the Phi Kappa Pal banquet was then, surely.
So down to the club the speaker drove hastily, Inquiring as he entered
where "the dinner" wss being given. The clerk said It was on the fourth floor,
and without a doubt the speaker bent his steps thither.
The first sign of misgiving penetrated his mind aa Mr. Clark caught a
glimpse of the diners through the door, which stood partially open. He began
to think be had made soma egregious blunder and would have pulled back,
when at that moment Mr. Chlperfleld, catching alght ot him, shouted his name
and every Republican present joined In bringing In the speaker.
WASHINGTON.

RAILROADS IN MEXICO
SYSTEM

HAS BEEN BUILT IN COM

OWE MUCH TO PETER COOPER
Amsrlcan Builders of Leeometlves Get
Their First Idess From Noted
Philanthropist.

PARATIVELY SHORT TIME.

To ttee Late President Perflrie Dial
the Country la Largely Indebtad
for the Existing Llnee Bads'
Dream of 8hlp Railroad.
The railroad! of northern Mexico,
the ase of which wai fraught with
gravs moment to the punitive expeditionary force under General Pershing,
because of the serious question of
transporting supplies, ia the subject

It was Peter Cooper who started
and fostered the building of locomotives in America, an Industry which
has surpassed that of any other coun
try of the world, to the extent that to
day the American locomotlvo Is recog
nised as the best In the world, and
We are
the trade Is International.
apt today to think of the career of tbla
great philanthropist more as a busi
ness man than as an Inventor, and
the big New Tork charities that bear
his name In a way have been respon
sible for this.
But Peter Cooper was a mechanical
genius from his youth. His career
was commenced In a little room In
rear building on Broadway, New York,
and It was here he began to develop

American men and women mutt guard
sonstantly against kidney trouble, because we eat too much and all our food
ia rich.
Our blood ia filled with urie
acid which the kidneys atrive to filter
out, they weaken from overwork, betifsties
come kluiigiali; the eliminntive
clog and the result ia kidney trouble,
bladder wen knew and a general decline
in health.
When your kitlnera feci like lunipa of
lead, when your Iwck hurta or the urine
ia cloudy, lull of eedimeiit, or you are
obliged to wok relief two or three times
during the night, when you aufTer with
eirk headache or dim-- , nervoua spells,
acid stomach, or you have rheumatism
when the weather is bad, get from your
druggist "ANl'RIO." Becnuwt of urio
in the system,
acid in overabundance
backache, pains here and there, rheuma

President's Stories

n

Senate

e

n

IE

Wonnv," that's what'a the matter of 'era. Stomach
and Intestinal worms. Nearly aa bad aa distemper. Coat
vou too much to feed 'em. Look bad are bad. Pon't
physic m to death. Kasha's Conspwund will remove the
worms, Improve the appetite, and tone 'em up all round
Full
Aeta on tiande and blood.
and don't "physic"
directions with each bottle, and sold by all druggists.
aPOHN MEDICAL COS CaMaateta, Oaetwa, lad V. S. A.
--

after-dinn-

of an Informative bulletin Issued by
the National Geography society of
Washington.
"The railway system of Mexico hat
a mileage which exceeds by 25 per
cent the combined mileage of all the his Ingenuity and mechanical capacity,
other countries of North and South and It waa here be gave the first eviAmerica, with the exception of Can dence of his Inventive genius by mak
ada, the United States, Argentina and ing a machine for mortising the hubs
Braill." saya the bulletin. "This vast of carriage wheels.
system has been built up In 48 years,
Later he made some admirable Im
for while there was a tiny track from provements In shearing machines, and
Mexico City to the suburb of Guadthrough this and other Inventions he
alupe as early aa 1864, It was not until gathered sufficient money to start In
1171 that President Lerdo Inaugurated a rather extensive way the manufacthe first Important line, that which ture of glue, oil, whiting, eto. Ha
runs from Vera Crus to the national was credited with making the beat
capital President Lerdo was opposed. glue In the country. His business
to the building of railroads across the was most profitable and In 1828, when
desert plateaus of northern Mexico, Mr. Cooper waa thirty-seveyears old.
Worry
Chaplain
for he believed. It Is said, that these he was quite a rich man and was able Vice
arid plains afforded a certain security to make large land purchases with
against the political and commercial in the limits of the city of Baltimore.
MARSHALL has a habit of telling a fuuny story at the
VICE PRESIDENT
Influence of the United States. Presihour. In fact, be usually wait until the eleventh hour and about
Here Mr. Cooper set up the great
dent Porflrlo Dlai had a far broader Canton Iron works. Two years later, fifty-fivminutes. The consequence Is that when he enters the senate chamber
vision, however, and during his long In 1830, he built the first locomotive to convene that body of solemn tollers,
litregime railroad building was one of engine constructed In this country. he Is apt to have a
his chief concerns, so that when be The subject of railroad building waa tle smile on his face, and Rev. Forest
retired from the presidency these agitating the country, and the Balti J. Prettyman, the senate chaplain, has
steel arteries of commerce had more ft Ohio Railroad company i
even more difficulty In maintaining the
crossed the United Stales border at organized for the purpose. This com serious countenance of a man about to
six places Laredo, El Paso, Nogales, pany was gravely experimenting with lead in prayer.
Eagle Pass, Presidio and Brownsville, a car which was carried before the,
Here Is the way the thing works
and 11,000,000 people were carried wind by mast and sail, when sturdy out: Along about 11:30 Marshall
annually, together with 11,000,000 tons old Peter Cooper stepped in and final shifts from his office In the senate
of freight
ly solved the motive power problem, office building to his room In the capl-toHe lights a cigar and smokes as
"One of the most Interesting fea- He knew to make bis Iron company
tures of the railroad system under profitable It was necessary to have he receives any callers that drop In. A
few minutes before the noon hour the callers thin out, and the chaplain comes
Dial was his Insistence that the Amer- some satisfactory meana of outlet.
ican managers of the merged Mexican
Cooper's first locomotive engine was to be In readiness to accompany the vice president into the senate chamber.
national railroads should employ, called the "Tom Thumb" and success- Now, for some unaccountable reason, the presence of the chaplain makes
whenever poislble, Mexican conduc- fully demonstrated the practicability Marshall think of a funny story. At about five minutes prior to the hour of
tors, brakemen, telegraph operators, or using locomotives on the Baltimore opening the senate he starts to tell this story with calm deliberation,
The golden moments speed on their way, and by the time Marshall has
flagmen and section foremen. In this ft Ohio railroad, with its many sharp
way he hoped to build up a substancurves. The first locomotive was too the basic part of bis story outlined it lacks only two minutes or less until
tial middle class from among the small to be of much service, but It twelve o'clock. AH bands begin to grow nervous, and the sergeant at arms
peons, one of the crying needs of the was very helpful as a guide In the con comes to the door, watch In hand, to make certain that the vice president is
country.
struction of the locomotive "Best going to reach his seat in due season. It would not do at all to have the
"The first railroad connecting Mex- Friend" at the West Point foundry. New senate open a minute late.
Marshall geta up from his desk and proceeds across the corridor, still
ico City with the United States border York, which was the first one built In
was that to El Paso, opened by Presi- the United States for actual service. working toward the point ot his story, and by a burst of speed gets out the
climax just as ha pushes open the door into the sehate chamber. Chaplain
Pittsburgh Dispatch.
dent Diai 32 years ago. This line has
Prettyman baa his choice then of not laughing at the story, which would be
been extended In recent years to Tam-plcImpolite on his part, or of laughing and then pulling his face back Into shape
on the east and to Guadalajara
Line Finally to Be Built
prayer while walking the few steps from the door to the rostrum.
on the west, and now embraces a
Up to date the Erie Railroad com ready to offer
"I think." said Prettyman one morning after a particularly amusing nttie
aystem of 4,000 miles.
pany and Its preceding organizations
yarn by Marshall, "that after this I'll keep out of your way and just study the
"i he shortest line from Mexico City have contributed about $700,000 to
the
to the United States (800 miles) Is state of Pennsylvania In annual $10.- - weather map out In the next room until time to go in."
that of the National railroad, which 000 bonuses for a right of way through
crosses the border at Laredo.
a rocky corner of Pike county, the
Relics
on Exhibition
"When the four important railroad state of Pennsylvania has paid out of Mint
systems known as the Mexican Cen- its treasury $76,000 on account of that
tral, the National, the International local railroad and Individuals and I VARIOUS activities ot the United States mint and of the office of the trees-and the Interoceanlo were fused Into sundry railroad corporations have ex V urer of the United States are illustrated In an exhibit of twelve cases
the National railroads of Mexico, the pended about $100,000 in spasmodic recently set up In the north corridor of the treasury building. The display
represents the most Interesting part
government retained a majority of experiments toward building the railof the exhibit of the treasury depart
the capital stock of 616,000,000 pesos. road.
exment shown at the Panama-Pacifi- c
Now a railroad promoter has agreed
"All of the railroads in northern
position at San Francisco.
Mexico are equipped with American to build an electric railroad between
Included In the cases are presl
locomotives, passenger and freight Mllford and Port Jervis, equip, operdential medals struck off by the mint;
cars, and Pullman accommodations ate and maintain it, and provide powcoins, planchets and bars of gold, In
are to be had on most of the lines. er for electric lighting In Mllford, If
dicating stages of the processes ot
passenger ratea are that village will guarantee him a pay
The
making gold money; keys of the safes
slightly higher than on American lines, ment of $26,000. Mllford having acand vaults ot the treasury used from
rate, cepted that offer and subscribed the
but there Is a lower second-clas- s
1774 to the day of the advent of safe
by which the peons profit. Distances amount, It now looks as If the hope
combination and time locks; mutilated
are measured In kilometers four long delayed la about to be realized
currency redeemed, and a number ot
f
cents first class and one and
warrants tor big payments made out of the treasury or on treasury order.
cents second class. Restaurants at
What Railroads Mean.
The warrant tor the largest amount is for $140,000,000 on account of the
the Important stations serve table
Sixty-onmillion out of our one hund'hote meals for one dollar, and the dred million population are directly or publio debt Others are for $40,000,000 In payment for the Panama canal,
stops Indirectly Interested In the prosperity $10,000,000 for the Canr.l zone, $20,000,000 for the Philippines and $200,000 paying
trains usually make
General Lafayette for bia military services to the colonies during the Revolu
for breakfast, luncheon and dinner.
or railroads.
tionary war. With the warrants Is a transfer order directing the transfer of
"The peon ) are like children in their
Six million people depend In whole
eagerness to ride on the trains, and In or In part on incomes derived from $60,000,000 from the Denver mint to the subtreasury In New York city.
Another Interesting feature of the display is the mutilated bills that
the mining sections where small lines dividend and Interest; nine million through
expert examination bare been Identified and redeemed.
are used In handling ores It Is a dif depend upon railroad wages and salficult matter to keep the natives off aries.
the cars.
Five million get their bread and but
of Washington
All Right in
"Although Mexico produces a large ter from "Industrial plants directly de
quantity of coal it Is of a cheap grade pendent upon railroad operation,"
and the railroads as a rule either Im- while thirty million Insurance policy UC POONING," while not recognized by that generic term, Is permitted In the
aJ parka or Washington jusi as u is in nusourga, wnere me rmei oi ponce
port their fuel or else burn oil, which holders and eleven million aavlngs
Is produced In great abundance, es- bank depositors depend more or less confesses he does not know what "spooning" is, and Intends fostering It
upon the Investment of their funds In
Col. W. W. Harts, superintendent
pecially In the Tamplco region.
of buildings and grounds, when In"The lines In the north are operated railway securities.
formed that Pittsburgh's chief ot po
on Mexican time, which is 24 minutes
lice had extended a general invitation
faster than American time at El Paso
Restsurant Cars Now.
and 30 minutes factor at Laredo.
On April 1 the Pennsylvania rail to all lovers to "spoon" in the Smoky
road
In
discontinued the use of the name City parks, said:
most
Interesting
railroad
"The
"We do not know what 'spooning'
Mexico Is that
stretch of track dining car for the reason that it Is a la here,
but the parks of Washington
which connects the Atlantic and Pa- misnomer. After that date cars now
open to lovers, sweethearts, beaux,
cific seaboards across the Isthmus of known aa dining cars will be called are
spell
Tebuantepee. It was here that Kads restaurant cars. The first dining car and belles, and otbera under the
of the tender emotion.
dreamed of a ship railroad which could was used on the New
"There Is no regulation prohibit
Before
lift vessels by huge derricks from the Limited in September, 1883.
ing lovemaklng In Washington prks.
harbor at Sallna Crui and awing them that trains bad been equipped with
parka are for the beautiflcation of the city and the recreation and enjoyon trains which would transport them hotel cars, which were sleeping cars These
Its inhabitants. Benches laden with lovers cannot but contribute to
of
ment
kitchens.
with
Hotel
were
cars
first
across the continent to Coatiacoalcos,
the beautiflcation plan, and what more human and delightful recreation is
where tbey would be lowered Into used In November, 1878.
there to be found than lovemaklngT"
the roadstead.
Realizing that "In the spring the young man's fancy lightly turns," Colonel
railRailroad Expenditure.
"The proposed
Harts has Installed 1,000 additional benchea In the parks of Washington. As
road, being built by American capital,
The railroads of this country have adjutant to General Cupid, he believes be has done bla full dutj. There are no
is expected some day to establish a expended for new passenger stations restrictions on the use of the national capital's parka by lovers, provided, says
between during the last atx years a total of Colonel Harts, "tbelr recreation and happineaa doea not Interfere with the
direct rail communication
more than $260,000,000.
New Trk city and Buenos Aires."
enjoyment of the parks by otbera.''

tism, gout, gravel, neuralgia and eels ties
result. It waa Dr. Pierce who discovered
a new agent, called "Anuric," which will
throw out and eradicate this urio said
Dr. Pierce believes
from the aystem.
"Anuric" to be 87 times more potent
than lithia, and consequently you need no
longer fear muscular or articular rheumatism or gout, or many other diseaaea which
are depemVr-n-t on an accumulation of urie
acid within the body. Send Dr. Pierce,
Invalids' Hotel, Buffalo, N. Y., 10c for
trial packnge or $1.00 for full treatment
"Anuric."
Dr. Pierce's reputation is back of this
medicine and you know that his "Pleasant I'elleta" for the liver and his "Favorite Prescription," for the Ills of women have had s splendid reputation for the
past 60 years. Adv.

Shameless.
In the choir la a bold,

Not What He Wanted

a smart "gentleman's outfitters" strolled a Scotchmau.
"I want a necktie," he informed the
suave assistant.
The latter at once produced a box
of eye twisters, which he Introduced
with the remark:
"Here are some ties that are very
Into

"That soprano

braxen thing."
"Why, I thought she appeared to be
particularly modest and refined.
You never notice
"Oh, you men!
anything! Don't you see that aha
was wearing her last year's bat just to

attract attention?"

much worn, sir."
No Disloyalty Allowed.
"Och, awa', mon!" retorted the son
"Is May Jealous ot her husband T
"I dlnna want
of Scotia, offended.
Why, on their wedding
"Jealous?
I
!
yin tbat'a veera much
hae plenty o' them at heme!" London trip she wouldn't even let him admire
the scenery."
Answers.
wor-r-rn-

VERALLS

COMFORTS BABY

CUTICURA

Itching,
Burning
Suffering
From
Rsshes, Eczema, eto. Trial Free.
Give baby a bath with hot water and
Cuticura Soap, using plenty of Soap.
Dry lightly and apply Cuticura Ointment gently to all affected parts. In
stant relief follows and baby falls Into
a refreshing sleep, the first perhaps
In weeks. Nothing more effective.
Free sample each by mall with Book,
Address postcard, Cuticura, Dept. L,
Boston. Sold everywhere. Adv.
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75c the suit

(risking Room.
"Spring is about due."
"What's the harbinger?"
"I see the style notes and beauty
hints have had to get oft the baseball
page."

as wel Mad them, cnanan praasid
ea tempi at njice. 5e sua.

FREE
Bwalatliairliiaat Leak for
IhaTweHoMes lbs Labs),
Mail by
Levi Strauss & Co., San Francisco
AasrM BRAND PRIZE si tat f.P.I.C.

l.

Some Success,
"How are you getting on In your
pursuit of that bandit?"
"Very well." replied the Mexican
general. "By Hklllful strategy we
have prevented him from capturing
any of us."

Important to Mother

fllleeea Tear Wlaa.r
Examine carefully every bottle of
CASTORIA, a safe and aure remedy for 6 Paiifngir, Crayl C
infants and children, and see that It Davit, Eleotrlo Lights
Bean the
and Starter. 25 H. P.
Signature ot
Greatest hilt climber ; 18 to 80 Bailee oa I galloa
IO.OW ml lea oa one eet of Urea.
In TJse for Over 80 Tears.
Btewurt Speedometer, one man mohair lop, 101
Children Cry for Fletcher's Castoria In. wheal lae, 8Sx3li Inch Urea, welebt l,00
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Put
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The Fact.
"Is there anything really in your
love for this young heiress?"
"Certainly; there're millions in It."
USE ALLEN'S

WOOT.KABJB

foot-bat-

poui.de. MBTZ Dlmrlbutore for Ootara4e
Mew Heileo, Wyoming and Waa Urn Nebraska.

THE HEADMGTON AUTO CO.
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Successors to Colorado Oartersar Oo.
bEMVER, COLO.
BROADWAY

UIVE AGENTS WANTED

Prosperity In Canada

Here la your opportunity!

What chance kavs

you to provide a farm for your children la yoatt
Every evening some men try to present location, where land prloaa are ao night
think up something to boast about Cat Year Faraa Heaaa Praia TTt
flsa
Twenty Yeaea Ta Pay
Peeifia Railway
next day.
Special low rate round trip escurstoe Jane Sta,
Ten smiles for a nickel. Always buv Red to ALBKKTA on tala excursion to aee our rtea
Cross Bug Blue; havs beautiful, clear farming country.
fee Uferaf are ana fnr'aiaaattea esrtte
white clotnea. Adv.
W. A. SMITH, District Represaslatln
cisisua raoiM aaiMai coarui
Fiber board is being made from su 034 17ta Street
gar can on one or the Islands of
W. N. U., DENVER, NO.
Hawaii.
16.

Bumper Grain Crops

Good Markets High Prices

Prtzmm

Wheat,

Awarded to Western Omnada

Oat; Barley, Alfaltaand

torn

Oramee

The wlnninga of Western Canada at the Soil Products
tucposiuon at uenvwr were easily made, ine list
comprised Wheat, Oata, Barley and Grasses, the most
important being the ptixes for Wheat and Oata and
weep stake on Alfalfa.
No less Important than the splendid quality of Western
Canada's wheat and other graina, la the excellence of
the cattle fed and fattened on the grasses of that
country. A recent shipment of cattle to Chicago
topped the market in that city for quality and price.
Wailera Castas sressetd ia 1115
at and) wheat
st ell ef tee Usilea States, tr aver 300,00,0O aatbtU.
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Canada in proportion to population hat a greater
export a Die surplus of wheat this year than any
country in the world, and at present prices you
can figure out the revenue for the pro.
jr mfJrJ9
ducer. In Western Csnads you will find
fri'VrwA
'
sTood markets, splendid schools, excep
a-tionsl social conditions, perfect climate
B&.'&.b&Ja.saemi
and other treat attractions. There
V?i,
-- jD
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192-mil- e

York-Chicag- o

603

The antiaeptlo powder to be shaken Into
ahoea and uaed In
It relievea
painful swollen, tmarUna. achlna. tired
4eet and Instantly takes the all rig out of 1900,000,000
k New Weihk AAW m 1915
eorna and bunions. The (reateat comfort
discovery of ti e am. Bold everywhere, 2Sc.
Enormout Crop and Low Taxation
Trial packase FKKK. Addreaa Allen 8
Malta Format Rich
Olmsted, Let Boy, N. T. Adv.

e

"Spooning"

v

la

war lax oa land and ao coaacrlptioa.

Send for Illustrated pamphlet and aak for reduced ralrway rataa, mforntarJoa
A rlrt rest Superintendent lmnugrauoo, Ottawa, Caruvla. or

W.

sa to bast ktrsrlons, eta.

V. BENNETT, Room 4, Boo Bid.., Omaha, Nebr.

New Road Map of Colorado
Corrected up to the last minute. Designed especially (or Automobile uk. Mailed FREE to any car owner, garage or dealer.
THE DENVER AUTO GOODS CO.
Automobile aad Garage Supplies

16la Bad Broadway, Deaver, Cola.

THe Clovis News
The News Printing Company
Publishers.
J. H. Shepard, Political Editor.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.
Roosevelt County Candidates

Superintendent of Schools.

I hereby announce as a can
of
didate for Superintendent
Schools of Roosevelt County,
Entered at the post office at subject to the action of the
Clovis, N. M. as second class Democratic primaries.
matter under the act of March
Miss Sallie G. Bryant.
1, 1879.

Sheriff.

You are authorized to an
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
nounce my candidacy for the
$1.00 office of Sheriff of Roosevelt
One Year
60c County subject to the action of
Months
Dz

Democratic In Politics

the Democratic primaries.
Ed B. Hawkins.

ANNOUNCEMENTS.

Commissioner.
are hereby authorized to
my canaiaacy ior
announce

The News is authorized to an
ounce the names of the follow
ing as candidates for the respective offices designated, subject
to the action of the Democratic
primaries June 10.

the office of County Commis
sioner of Roosevelt County for
precinct No. 1, subject to the
action of the Democratic primaries.
Dr. John S. Pierce.

The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of Grover
Brock, of Clovis, for the office
of Tax Assessor, subject to the
action of the Democratic primaries, June 10th, 1916

You

Representative.
You are authorized to

State Senator
L. C. MERSFELDER

State Representative
MILTON REECE
L. E. SHAW

an-

nounce my candidacy for the
office
of Representative of
subject to
Roosevelt County,
the action of the Democratic
primaries.
Coe Howard.

For County Clerk
I hereby announce my candi
dacy for the office of County
Clerk of Roosevelt County, sub
ject t o the action of the Demo

cratic primaries.
Seth Morrison.

R. E. BROWN

County Clerk.
W. C. ZERWER
A. L. A WALT

Sheriff.
S. D.

DEAN

D. L. MOYE

FRED FAHSHOLTZ

County Commissioners
B. L. HAWK of Grady
Gus M. BRYAN of Clovis
W. B. SHIPLEY, Melrose

Dr. J. D. LYNCH of Melrose
J. W. MANNING of Hollene

Tax Assessor
AMBROSE IVY
W. W. MITCHELL
R. B. (Uncle Dick) ALDERSON
H. M. PYLE
GROVER C. BROCK

Superintendent of Schools
Prof. J.

M.

BICKLEY

Probate Judge
C. V.

STEED

District Attorney
ROBT. C. DOW

It might be interesting to some
to know that the county commissioners who realize that if
they were candidates for the
office again themselves, see defeat stsring them in the face,
are dreadfully anxious to dictate
the nomination of their successors. The report is current that
on of these whom they are interested in seeing obtain the
nomination is A. L. Phillips of
district three. In fact the News
is informed by reliable persons
that the announcement of Mr.
Phillips was made at the instance of one of the Commissioners and without his knowledge
or consent at the time. One
candidate who has peisistently
refused to become a "tool" of
the Commissioners is R. M.
Witherspoon, who is said to be
opposed by the "gang" because
he refuses to be lead. Neither
has Mr. Witherspoon dined with
a Commissioner and the republican owner of a Clovis newspaper
and discussed the matter of next
jrear'f county printing contract.
--

Every citizen of Clovis should
join the Rifle Club. It imposes
no military duty and the members are under no military obligations whatever, It is affiliated with the National Rifle Club
Association and the purpose of
the organization of these clubs
throughout the country is to
promote marksmanship and to
acquaint the citizens of the
country with the use of rifles of
large calibre. As an encouragement, the Government sells the
rifles and ammunition to members of the club at cost. You
can purchase a Krag at $7.50
fully equipped.
A modern
Springfield rifle such as are now
used in the regular army costs
$15.00. As a further encouragement to shooters the Government furnishes free ammunition
to members of the club, if they
want it. to be fired at targets
according
t o requirements.
When you purchase a gun, it is
yours for all time and you are at
liberty to do what you want to
with it. You can purchase am
munition at cost or less than a
fourth what it would cost if
bought of ammunition dealers
and this you are at liberty to
shoot as you deem fit. The only
requirement of the club is that
at least ten members shall hold
target pracciee twice a year;
shoot according to instructions
at these practices and report to
the National Rifle Association,
who in turn issue medals to the
The Clovis
best marksmen.
Rifle Club is at no expense in
using the Armory and the rifle
range used by Companv "K. "
The fees to join are $3 00 and
annual dues are one dollar. This
money is expended by the club
for targets, fuel, light, station
ary, medals and other incident

Lots north of Grand and
West of Main which are suitable
for church site. Must be
Apply G. E. Harmon or
49 4t
E. E. Forbes.
.

bar-trai- n.

for C.
bate Judge.
gang.

Steed for Pro
"Araus-mit- "
the
V.

It is naturally to be expected
that the County Commissioners

"awficial awgun" would sup als.
port them and their "tools."
The Clovis Rifle club is fortuin having an expert innate
The delegates chosen at the
in the person of Cape.
County Convention last week structor
His services
F. C. Blumlein.
left Tuesday for Albuquerque
of cost.
free
are
to attend the state convention
Every able bodied person
which convened on the 24th.
should take advantage of this
to learn h'jy u
When A. A. Jones, first as oDDortumly
is it a d'tty
Not
alone
shoot.
sistant secretary of the Interior
accepted the nomination for which he owed to himself, but
Senator at the Democratic con- he owes at least that much to
vention Wednesday, the dele- his country, especially if he has
gates went wild with enthusi- had no military training. Now
company of
asm. He wassiezed and carried that the Clovis
we have
front,
guards
are
the
at
W.
W.
on
the shoulders of
about
with
and
Armory
no
guni at the
Nichols, County Chiarman of
members
of
the
exception
the
Curry County and R. F.
of Grant county. Jones of the club, who have a limited
had never before definately an- supply, there is little ammu
nounced his candidacy. His op- nition to be had here. With five
recently
Mexicans,
ponent will doubtless be Frank hundred
working
Mexico,
in a
old
from
Hubbell of Albuquerque,
few miles of Clovis and the
good prospects of a scrap with
Patton For Attorney General their mother country just now,
Reports from the Democratic we would be at their mercy,
State Convention now in session especially if they should happen
at Albuquerque indicate that a to be loaded with Texico "booze"
large sized boom is on for Harry which they are buying in large
Patton, of Clovis. for attorney quantities.
If the rifles mentioned were
general. The Democrats could
purchased
from a gun manudo no better and far worse than
they
would co3t from
facturer,
to nominate Mr. Patton. He
would add strength to the party $20.00 to $30.00. but you get
them at what they cost the
ticket.
by joining
government,
the
you are dissatisfied
club.
If
Call For
with your purchase, you can alRelief Funds most always sell them at what
The ministers of Clovis have they cost you or even at some
received an urgent message from margin. The writer has one of
the Federal Council of the the guns and has had several
Churches of Christ asking that opportunities to sell it at several
on or near Memorial Sunday, dollars in excess of its cost.
May 28, the great need for more Shooting large rifles is also good
funds to aid the sufferers made sport. It is good rereatijn and
by European war be presented the more you t'.hoot the more inand that as generous response terest you w'll cake in it and the
as possible be made.
Each better you will like it. Memberminister is asked to present this ship in the c'ub with a year's
plea to his people in his own dues said, a bran new gun
and
time and manner.
all accessories will cost about
C. W. Lambert,
$10.00. See Cap. Blumlein, Dr.
Sec. Ministerial Association. J. R. Haney,
Jack Rawlings,
E. P. Cooley, A. E. Curren or
False Report
any member of the club and
The report, coming to my at they will take your application.
tention, that I have withdrawn Join now.
as a candidate for Assessor is
not true. I am in the race.
I treat Eyes and Prescribe
W. W. Mitchell.
Glasses when needed.
tf
Boul-war-

e,

Dr. H. R. Gibson

The quality of service rendered by
a bank is a matter of great importance to its patrons. It is our
aim to render the most efficient
service possible with conservative
banking.

Reward

Our old and established connection
with Eastern Banks!', enables us to
give you this service.

2t-p- d

SUBMIT US YOUR

320 Acres Free

CATTLE

320 acres of free government
land can yet be homes teaded in
eastern New Mexico. For further particulars see or write.
W. D. Sutherlin,
48

8c-p-

I treat all diseases and
orders of women.
Dr. H. R. Gibson.

'i

WE WANT YOUR
BUSINESS

dis-

tf

Money! Money!?
want your farm
Can handle
them on short no- We

A

S.

J. BOYKIN, President

A. W. SKARDA, Cashier.

C

A. SCHEURICH. V. Pres.

L. B. GREGG, A.

T

j

loans.

n'

Sprinklers

Lawn Hose,
Lawn mowers.

and

See us at once!

;

The
Union Mortgage Co.
ll AJIJt

X.M.Mjt

5
H

M. V. White, Prop.
in every

respect.
Join our list of resucu.--

i

h niers.

Plumbing
Work...

W

R. R. DUNCAN
DENTIST

NEWrMEX.

LAWYER
Will practice in all the courts.
N. Mex,
Clovis,

Swearing in

of the firm of Drs. Presley
of Koawell

plumb-

a Sweorlngln

will be in Clovis on 15th, 16th,

ing that will stand the test, 17th of each month treating
phon- - 407
diseases of the Eye, Ear, Nose
and Throat and Fittirg Glasses

V. J. HIVELY

Let us figure on your work '
V

Dr.J.B.WesterfieId
Office in Jackson Bldg,
Opposite Postoffice
Office Phone 231 Residence 269

W. A. Gillenwater
LAWYER
Clovis,

New Mexico

DR. H. R. GIBSON

Osteopath
Treats all diseases both acute
and chronic. Special attention
given to diseases of women.
PATIENTS EXAMINED FREB

North Main Street
Office Phone 383. Res. 390.
New Mexico
Clovis,

Office 103

We Take Special Care
in Filling Prescriptions DR.

1--

2

L

M. BIGGS

When you coma to nt you haw tht MY l
Veterinary
uauranc that your prescription
will be promptly and carefully compounded with fresh, pure drugs. Phone 16.PU
Complete

Un

We want your trad

and you

Surgeon
Clovis.lN.M.

iirlnei.t uf the Interior,

II. ri. Land Office
at Kurt Sutnnor, N. M.. Mny, .Iril, J9ti.
Notice Is hereby Ktvrn that Zi
l oil Klnl-a- ll
(if Havener. N. M .. who, fn Jur.r 21th. lyl'-Jmade Ilr.mei'teari F.nlry. No. I'll 7tl, for NE
.Suction :i. Tuwnalnp 4 N. l(ui,v S4 E. H. M. r.
haii HIM notice of Intentn.n to make Final live-yeProof, to mtnlilhh cl. im to the land alaive
I

More
In

W.

J.

I

urri n.

hiafjAlrc ut I'liniK.i.N.

U.

.1.

dm

in the

Sith
iluv of June. 1916,
f'latmnnt nnmeit a" witne....:
Hulnrt ClaiUik. if.St Vtiun. Frank I.. Un.w-rlin- .
Jiunia i. Wiwlier. ui.il Elijah II. ('lavunr
till nf llavrni'r. N. Nl. Kmiie !.
M
J
U,
M.
A. J.
tlrr.
M..

ti.i,.,

Notice fur Publication.
Department of thr Interior. US laml olllce at

Ft Sumner. N. M.. Muy vt h. I'llil.
Not ire In l.ril.y iimn r lint Iter! Caey frit
thi. Mm nf Mclii.liis Cut), deceased,
ot
llutchinimi. Kuiiwh i:)ii );. l,l,rnr St.)
who out
I. mil, nir.ro
I It. me trad
Entry, No. t.ra for SW 1.4, Nee. . T. S N. It. it
K. N. M. P. M., hk filed iiotira
of intention ta
make final five year proof, to eatalilixh claim tc
tha land above described he fore W. .1. Curren.
United Statea ConimMalnner in hit olllet at
Ckivla, New Mexico on the 2th day of June
Claimant names aa witnoaaea:
William ll.nry Hull.-.- .
Iladdon ?. Ruttar.
Fdwiinl E. Hickman and Jehn A. Smith all ef
Clovla, N .M.
May.
2J. A. 1. F.VANS. Regltler.

llf.

Notice for Publication.
U14KM

Department of the Interior. V. 8. Land Oflka

at Tucumcari. N. M.. April. 7th,
I1.
Nolle la her. by iriven that Bertha I. Franklin,
of Clovla, N. M who. on June lath. 1811 made
Homettead Entry. No. 0!4iai for Sooth watt
Section 1.1, Town.hip
N Ranee M B.. N. M. P.
Meridian, haa Hied notice of
Intention to make
Final Ave Year Proof, to eatabliah claim to the

land above described, before W. J. Correal. U.
8.
Commiseionar, In hia oHice at Clovla, N. U on
the 14th day of June, 1916.
Claimant names as witneaaea:
John F. Rmithson. S. Martin Stewart. Riley
Tunnel, and Rata Stewart, all of Orady.
N. M.
R. P. UONOHOO. Kerlster.
Apr.
20

Notice for Publication
Department of the Interior II a l ui nn
at Fort Sumner. New Mexieo. A pill luh
nonce n nercuy Klven .that John W. Barnard.

ll.

f

i,.

Havener, N. II . wlm on
7
Homeateiid No. (110749. for North half,
Met Inn I,
Township J N. KamreME. N. M P.
Meridian,
,
.
.
haa Aled notice of inf -- m
,n
year Proof, to eatabliah claim to
the land above
aeacrineu. before W. J. Curren. U. 8. Commis.
elonee. at hiaomc. at Clovla. New Mexico, on
wie mn aay oi way, 1916.,
Claimant namea aa witnassca:
C. Marshall Putman mnA Willi.
u n
both of Clovi N.'M and
i. P. Ohr and John
S. Johnson both of Havener, N. M.
A. J. EVANS. RcKi.ter.
Apr,
26

.!...

Notice for Publication
07W1

Dwrtment

Physician & Surgeon
Office OppositelPostofSce
wili

lad our goods Just m represented.

City Drug Store
St.

Nun t'util lund.

Dr. J. R. Haney

f

Druggbls' Sundries
Perfumes Toilet Articles
Candies, Etc

S. Main

Notice For Publication.

Physician and Surgeon

tf

We Ate Carry

For Rent: Two nicely furCall at News

nished rooms.

Ii

D. D.

For good, sanitary

in

mm,,

Stanley J. Clark

that the n:;nx; signifies

lt j u!; r

it

CLOVIS.

Barber Shop.
Sani:ary

mm

nii"li!ITJ",lllH

Office Oppocite P. O.
Phone'.ga.

The Sanitary
All

r

Jt J J J

4

Cashier.

office.

cice.
.

LOANS

None too large for our ability
None too small for our attention.

Clovis, N. M.

d

War-Suffer- s'

2t-p- d

CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO

Have lost my buggy mare, 4
years old, about 14 hands high.
Both hind feet are white. Brand
V
on left shoulder. $5.00
Deliver to J. A. McFarlin
Clovis, N. M.
'
H. Southworth.

i

Vote

The
First National Bank

For Sale Steam Threshing
outfit complete. Separator is
32x48 and 14 hp. Russell engine
will sell on terms or for cash.
5 miles north and 9 miles West
of Clovis.
J. R. Dunlap, Havener, N. M.
3t pu

j

Treasurer
J. SIMPSON MORGAN

Want to Buy.

Join the Rifle Club

Clovis, N.

M

E. M.

Chapman

DENTIST
Over First National Bank.
Clovis,

Phone 95.
New Mexico.

of the Interior. U. 8. Land office
at Fort8nmner. N. M., May Uth.
Notle. la hereby riven that Charts C. Rerk.
of Claud. N. M who on Aurunt It, 1918. made
Homestead Entry. No. 01011. (or NW 4. Ms.
. Townahip 4 North. Raura
Si Eaat, N. M. P.
Meridian, bta filed notice of Intention
to make
final three year Proof, to eatabliah claim to
the
"boTe described, kefor W. J. Curren.
U. 8. Coram lealoner In hi offle ot Ckrvle, N.
M.
on the 19th day of Aorurt,
int.
Claimant namea as witneaaea:
Abraham L. Mark. Cortla Boyd. Llaxl 8.
O'Hara, and Ely in A. Roberta, all of Claude.
N. M.
May
30
A. J. Evans,

Il,

k1

Resistor,

The Clovis Creamery and Produce Company Solicits Your Patronage
We sell garden, field and flower seed.
Pay you highest market price for your
Poultry, eggs and cream.
Bring us your Spring Chickens Now !

The Glovis Greamery and Produce Gompany
Children's Day Program, at Liberty Sunday
School, May 28, at 10 a. m.

Big Cattle Deal

Roy Hagerman and family, of

Claude Miller, of the
Shipley Brothers Cattle Com- El Paso. Texas, are new resi
Auto Company returned
pany last week sold to Geo. W. dents of Clovis. Mr. Hagerman from Oklahoma City Tuesday,
Smith of the firm of A. G. Green- has taken charge of the garage where he went to visit his famameyer of Sioux City, Iowa, 904 in the Mitchel building on South ily. He was accompanied on his
head of yearlings. The stock Main Street.
return by Claude Miller Jr.
were the property of Shipley and
Mrs.
J. H. Miller,
living
Mrs. and Mrs. John Moore, of
Rushing of Plainview, Texas.
seventeen miles northwest of Hollis, Oklahoma, stopped off
Company
The
writes that they Clovis,
died last Friday night the first of the week to visit his
are pleased with the stock which
and was buried in the Clovis brother, Isaac Moore, while en
were shipped and went through
cemetery Saturday afternoon. route to the southern part of the
to South Dakota in fine shape.
Mrs. Miller scratched her hand state.
The firm, which is one of the
slightly the first of last week,
strongest in the west are said to
Hoes, Rakes and Garden Tools
blood poison set in and her death
be in the market for more southfollowed a few days later. Dr.
western stuff.
A. L. Dillon was summoned but
too late to save her.
-

by all the children
Opening cho. Song and March.
Power
of
"AH
Jesus name."
hymn
Hail the
Congregation
Prayer by S. S. Superintendent, Mr. Harvey
by Rosebud Class
Song.-'T- he
Children's King"
led by Mrs. Quante
Responsive Scripture verses
Trelma Fincher
Greeting "We'll Crown the Day"
Bessie Bynum
Rec.-"- We
come with a song"
Solo.-"R- ose
......Mrs. C. J. Quante
of Sharon"
Jo Ben Mitchell
Rec.-"- His
Lambs,
Wilena Morgan
Rec "All things for Good"
Exercise-"T- he
Harold Holland, Fay Rambo
Little Seeds"
and Lena Cambell.
Mildred Rambo
Rec. -"- Spread the Sunlight"...
by all the children
Song Don't miss the sunbeams"..
Flora Harvey
Rec "Suns and Stars for Jesus"
Fay Rambo
Rec. "At Church"
Harvey
Songs"
Clara
"Mother's
Rec.
by all the children
the Corner"
by boys with flags
Exercise
Quincy Mitohell
Rec "Stand up for yeur colors boys".
Hazel Rambo
Willie
are builders"
Rec.
primary class
Song "Little Flowers of the Field"
Madge Holland
Rec "I want my mother" ...
Catharine Morgan
Rec. -"- Children's Day Farwell"
by all the children
Song "Everybody just a little".
help
buy milk for the
to
send
to
will
be
taken
A collection
starving babies of Poland. So come prepared. Basket dinner

-

Song-"Brig-

hten

at noon.

The family of Wilkie Carter
left Monday to join him at
Kansas City, where he is again
engaged in business, and where
they will reside in the future.

"Isch

Ca-Bibbl-

e"

Banquet at Antlers

The Antlers dining room was
Friday
invitingly
decorated
evening, the occasion being the
Alumini banquet in honor of the
High School graduates, faculty
and others. Credit is due Mrs.
The regular rifle club practice S. Overton for the splendid
was held Sunday at the range. manner in which she handled
Good scores were made at the the affair.
300 yard range by Cooley,
Chambers and Curren.

Base Ball Battings

FAT HOGS

A picked team of Clovis play
era engaged the Farwell-Texicteam in a game of baseball on
the local grounds Sunday after
noon, the Clovis team winning
by the
score of 16 to 3.
There was a good crowd out to
see tne game, a gooa many
rooters coming
over to witness the "slaughter"
of their team.
one-side-

We will buy your,

hogs

4

at any time.

fat
We

have purchased a gathering
pen near the stock yards in
Clovis and by this means
will be able to receive hogs
any day in the week. We
intend paying the highest
market price and insist upon you calling at our office
before selling.

Doughton & Nichols
CALL

A- T-

The CASH SHOE STORE

Texico-Farwe-

d

ll

J. P. Eisentraut was here
Tuesday with the drawing of the
proposed Elks home made by
Trost and Trost, architects of
He
El Paso, who he represents.
also had the drawing for the
proposed high school which it is
expected to erect on the corner
east of the court house, after
the good citizens of Clovis have
voted another bond issue of
about $50,000 to pay for it.
Grand
A. D. Goldenberg,
Junior Warden and deputy
Grand Master of the Masonic
lodge of the state of New Mex
ico was here from Tucumcari
Tuesday night to make the
Clovis lodge an official visit.
Mr. Goldenberg motored over in
company with his two sons and
went on to Portales Wednesday
where he will pay that lodge an
official

p

Clayton, of Sweetwater
Texas, formerly a resident of
Clovis and who. as contractor,
built many of the present buildings here, was in the city the
first of the week on business.
C. A.

For Sale
Five acre tract. Has
2 miles from my store.
Terms. -- A. J. Rode.
42tf.
house.

Iron Clad Hosery.
A.

J. Redes

visit

GROCERY SPECIALS
FOR A FEW DAYS ONLY

!

Hercules Flour, per cwt.
$3.50
Swifts Premium Hams per lb
23c
Morris Breakfast bacon, per lb 28c
Good Dried Peaches, per lb
8c
Peaberry Coffee, 4 pounds for $1.00
Jewel compound, large pail
$1.40

We have consolidated the grocery
stocks of the two stores and our bargains in canned foods are too numerous to itemize. - - - See our big
GROCERY BARGAIN COUNTER

Don't Forget About Our
Aluminumware Premiums

!

!

The Model Grocery
A. B. Austin, Prop.

tr

2 h. p gasoline engine, perfect
condition. First check for $25.
takes it. Address box 456, City.

"

o

I

rt

Club

Mesdames A. B. Hubbard and
Harry Davenport entertained
the
Club with
a porch dancing party Wednes
day evening. Lunch was served
to about 10 couple and a most
delightful evening was spent.
"Isch-Ca-Bibble-

Miller-Luika-

Phone 29. Sjg

Local and Personal
Ilartline left Sunday for
Dallas and other Texas points on
a vacation trip.
and
Mrs. A. P. Brashear
daughter left Wednesday for
Hot Springs for the benefit of
her health.
Otto Kamradt, of Grady, was
in town Monday en route to
Hereford.
Mr. and MrJ. J. B. Morris
visited at the Buchanan farm
near Portales Sunday.
The Portales Creamery burned
at o'clock Sunday. The blaze
was supposed to be of incendiary
origin.
M.

Miss Elizabeth Oldham

The Ladies Band will give a
concert on the street about four
o'clock Saturday afternoon.
Dr. B. D. Williams, of Kansas
Citv, is here visiting his friend
Dr. Clyn Smith.
Mrs. Montezingo and family
left Friday for her old home in
Goodland, Texas.
D. C. Meyers, who resides 7
miles west of Claud, has pur
chased a Case engine and a set
of plows.
Mr, and Mrs. John Russell,
who reside near Texico, are the
proud parents of a baby girl,
who arrived on May 23,

Parcel Post Packages from far
and near for sale next Wednesday by Christian Church Ladies.

Mrs. Eltie Dawson left for
left California Monday after a visit

Friday morning for Dallas and with her mother, .Mrs. Jos Shupe

other Texas points to spend the at Texico.
lummer.
Nursing or
Housekeeping, either city or
country, by two experienced
women. Apply Cresent Hotel-M- rs.
ltpd
Smith.
Mrs. W. E. Spade and little
daughter departed Wednesday
for Mrs. Spade's old home at
Akron, Ohio, where they will
visit for a month.
J. T. Sharp departed Tuesday
for his old home at Maynard-ville- ,
Tenn., where he will
probably remain until next
spring.
Wanted-Practi- cal

Miss Kendall is spending a few
days in the country visiting her
friend Mrs. Dixon near Havener.

Ed Joiner and frmily left Sat
urday on a motor outing trip to
points in Texas.
Mrs. Dixie Moody went to
Roswell Wednesday to visit
friends for a couple of days.
Rev. J. H. Messer was in Ros
well the first of the week to at

tend the district conference.
Come and get your money's
worth at the Parcel Post Sale
and Lunch by the Christian
Church Ladies, May 31st
Mrs. Williams and daughter,
Miss Margaret, a teacher in the
Clovis public schools left Mon
day for Pueblo on a three months
vacation.
Messrs Gurley. Flint. Poore
and Rawlings, went to Hereford
fishing Sunday. They report a
big catch of about a hundred
nice ones.
The Ladies of the Christian
Church will serve lunch next
Wednesday May 31st. firs; door
north of Klein's Grocery. Also
Parcel Post Sale.

sausiaction guaranteed or
from Oklahoma City, Saturday money refunded at the Parcel
Jvl. Post Sale next Wednesday by
mornine to visit her son,
de Ford, and will probably make Christian Church Ladies.
this her home.
James G. Mosher and Ollie M.
Sheffield,
both of Melrose, were
Harry W. Crawford has re
marriage
issued
a
license Tues
turned from Belen, out of which
day.
They
were
married
later
working
for
point he has been
day
by
in
Judge
the
P.
Noble.
J.
con
as
weeks
past
three
the
He
Hnotor on the Santa Fe.
Straw berries tomorrow
expects to work out of Clovis quart box 2 for 25c at the
again, at least for the present.
Mrs. Helen de Ford came in

....

Telephone Standards

u

Model Grocery.

Fort

Forty years ago Alexander Graham Bell succeeded in transmitting the sound
of the human voice over a wire ; and while men scoffed at the invention and
laughed the inventor to scorn Bell's imagination even then pictured the telephone in universal use.
His was the master mind, that penetrated the future and visualized an ideal
One System, One Policy, Universal Service.
Since then, time has developed certain standards standards of plant construction, standards of equipment, standards of service efficiency.

Standards of our duty to the public have existed from the beginning of time;
for they are founded on principles of equal justice and fair dealing. This
means that our service must be as nearly perfect as human skill and ingenuity
can make it, and that our rates must be fair, equitable, and as low as a fair
return upon investment will permit.
It means courteous consideration of the public's needs, and solving the problems growing out of such needs in the light of the best engineering and other
expert skill which the art of telephony has developed.
Such a policy commends itself to public favor, public respect and public confidence, without which no public utility can long exist.

29.

Brock has resigned his
at the Santa freight depot to made the race for county
assessor on the democratic
ticket. Philip Martin has been
promoted to chief clerk in his
G. C.

position

place.

Prof. W. C. Todd, of Dexter,
superintendent of the
there the past year, has
been in the city this week visiting old friend, J. M. Bickley.
Farm loans, low rates, best
terms, money ready.
Southwestern Land & Mtg. Co.
M. L Lynn, Dist. Mgr.
Box 856, Clovis.
2tpd
Complete stock of well supplies
Barry Hardware Co.
W. W. Harvey returned from
Missouri Thursday and will de
vote his attention to the management of the Central Market
which he purchased recently.
J. C. Gilbert candidate for
district attorney ia in the city
"seeing" the voters. Mr. Gilbert informs us that K. K. Scott
has withdrawn from the race.
R. C. Dow, candidate for district attorney, is in the city in
the interest of his candidacy.
He will spend the time from now
until the primaries campaigning
over the County.

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

N. M.,
schools

The World Holds Nothing

Better
than a modern, thoroughly equipped farm run
and It's Bmiles are
always kindly for the successful toiler in Its
Great
A BANK ACCOUNT is the latest farm equipfarmer can
ment and one which the
not afford to be without
We earnestly solicit your account, Mr. Farmer,
and you're always welcome at OUR BANK.
on a strictly scientific basis

-

s.

Clovis National

Bank

"THE BANK THAT ACCOMODATES"
Capital and Surplus $35,000.00.

Denhof

Jewelry

Company

Hamilton Watches
South Bend Watches
Community Silverware
Rogers Silverware
Hawkes Cut Glass
Hand Painted China
Big Ben Clocks

Kraker Pens

Fine Watch and Jewelry Repairing
and Diamond Setting.

Sale Extended
CFOR

!

0 Days

TEN DAYS

ONLY-- O

A further reduction of stock is necessary, and in order to accomplish this
we are "slashing" prices down on

teacher in
term, left

Good Patterns, Untrimmed
Shapes, Trimming Materials,
Hats of all kinds, Ribbons.

City, to
She has

A. H. Clinton and wife, of
Trinidad, Colo., have been in
the city the past week looking
after their property interests
here. They resided here six
years ago.

Lon Hamby has returned to
to make his home. He
has reited the J, R. Walker
house on north Pile street and is
expecting his father-in-laand
mother-in-law- ,
Mr. and Mrs
Bugg, and son, Byron, in a few
days to take up their resilience
here again.
A fishing party composed of
Messrs Jake Noble, Chas.
Hugh Woods, Pete Reiff.
Burl Johnson, John Hyatt and
Temple Odom and Misses Madge
and Hortense Tate, Ruby Smith,
Fannie Howell, Vivian Denny,
Maurine Reagan and the Misses
Odom went to Hereford Sunday.
They caught several sardines.

1

Owing to the inclement weather, the
big Clearance Sale has been extended

Straw berries tomorrow,
quart box 2 for 25c at Model
Grocery, rone 29

DIAMONDS

HIGH GRADE JEWELRY

Miss Hazel Shonts,
the Clovis schools last
Monday for Kansas
spend the summer.
resigpd as teacher.

24

SEE THOSE
Beautiful new Sport Coats and Skirts
and Evening and Afternoon Dresses !
A complete line of House Dresses at

Clovis

w

LOWEST PRICES

Den-hof-

.Osborne

Wright.
7MA
mmmmmmmmmmmm
"The Wright House with Right Goods end Wright Prices"
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CLE AM UP

.FAIMT UP
Be Sure to

FIX UP YOUR FENCES!

Am
n n y
i

l ii

i
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Paint Up

Part of the Clean Up and Paint Up Plan Is to
Put Your Premises in Good Repair.
Our Firtt Class Rough Lumber tad
i

fy

Dressed Stock WU1 Be Found Very

ia

auuiaciory tor nu iuna

a

Construction Work.

,

t

after the

Clean Up
Paint is the best known preservative for wood and metal
and if you're prudent you will
use plenty of paint both inside
and outside your house.
Clean Up and Paint Up, Then

PHONE 277.

A.

G.

SEARCY.

Buy Your Screens From Us
Protect Yourself from the Filthy Housefly
STOCK GUARANTEED

Phone 23

PRICES FAIR

A FULL LINE OF SCREFN DOORS.

LONE STAR LBR. CO.

Use Paint Made Especially
For This Climate

Oil Mops
and Floor Dressings to
tuit all needs are to be
had at our store. Get your

i

Clean Up and
Paint Up

!

f

Paint to last must be made especially for this climate. It
must be correctly ' tempered" to withstand the dryness and
moidture. the quick change in temperature and the varying
peculiarities of our climate.

The Slogan of the
City Just Now is
Clean

up!

up-Pa- int

While the campaign of Clean up and Paint up on the outside
of your premises is on, don't forget the inside of your home

Campaign Materials from us.

Mound City Paints and Varnishes
Cover most, look best, wear longest, most economical.

Lincoln Climatic Paints
stand this climate best. They are made and tested for our
locality, each ingredient being proportioned and combined in
such a way as to secure maximum durability and protection to
the suface to which they are applied.
Let us show you color samples and estimate
quanities required, whether you buy or not.

Kemp Lumber Go.

Phone
19

Let U Supply Your Needs.
Phone

Alfalfa Lumber Go.
PaperYour Rooms Now
15.

See our Refrigerators andJOil Stoves.

,

RT71urniture
30C

Lo.

Phone

aoc

HENRY BARRIS
Concrete

Contractor

ECONOMY

SAFETY

COMFORT

Make it a part of the Clean Up and Paint
Up Campaign on your own premises
There is nothing that
contributes so much to
the home at this season

at clean, sweet,

:

'

J

A

Mjul

invit-

ing rooms. Our stock of

Wall Paper and
Other Wall
4

Sidewalk. Pebbledashing,
Stock Tank and all lands
of Concrete Construction
Work. Estimates cheerfully furnished on request

Coverings

it satisfactory in range
of designs and prices.
Tell Us Your Needs

We will also do your Painting.

BERT CURLESS

Phone

254.

Cedar posts, as straight as a
For Sale A dandy Jersey
f
gun
barrel.
Also
heifer, ideal for town.
Co.
38-t-

References: Any reputable
Business Concern in Clovis.

aon

Phone 328
IOC

Alfalfa Lbr.
some good milk cows. Cash or
Car of barb wire and woven
terms, J. H. Shepard at the
News building or J. W. McBride fence just received.
Barry Hardware Co.
at McBride Studio, Clovis.

We know this is the best
Oil Stove on the market
well enough to let you
have one on trial. Come
in. and let us show you.

Highway Garage

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE

New Mexico Mutual Life and Aid Association
ASSESSMENT NO.

North Main Street

2

Phone 402
May

Dear

New and Fire Proof

25, 1916.

Full Line of Casings

Sir:

and Accessories.

are hereby notified of the death of Mrs. J. H. Miller,
a member of our Association, who died on Friday, May 19th, at
her home near Havener, N. M.
On Saturday, May 20th, her husband, J, H. Miller, was paid
$533.00, the full amount due on her certificate. Mr. Miller was
well pleased with the settlement and asked us to express his
appreciation to the members of the Association for making it
You

possible for this to
Just at this time.

come

into his

home

to

in your membership certificate, an assessment
of $1.00 is now due and should be paid not later than June 9th, 1916,
This will be placed in the treasury to pay the next claim.
On the previous claim which occurred in February, the
entire membership responded promptly. And we feel dure that every
member will see to it that this assessment is paid with equal
promptness.
Our Association continues to enjoy a steady growth.
We have received, as you will note, 107 new members since the last
of the membership, which the
claim was paid. With the
As provided

tion

earnestly solicits, we should have our 1000 members
before the end of the year.
Yours, for Our Mutual Aid and Protection,

management

c

c

Facta

(Crowded out last week)
Most of the people are busy
planting and are working as
though they expect a bumper
crop.
A crowd of our young folks
attended a party last Friday
night at the home of Mr. Will
Williams of the Union community. They report a good time.
Grandma Vaughn has been on
the sick list this week, but is
feeling better now.

Kays and Miss Goldie Wicham.
Our last school program, ex-

cept the closing program, was
rendered last Saturday night.
Alvin N. White, Supt. of Public
Instruction, and L. C. Mersfel-der- .
State Industrial Supervisor,
spoke very enthusiastically on
New Mexico's standing in education matters with other states
Both
and needed legislation.
literary and speaking were witnessed by a crowded audience.
Little Cricket, I am glad to
know that you are here, but your
proposal is bow too late, conPleasant Hill Notes.
sidering this to be half of Leap
The girls of the P. H. Indus- Year.
Another's proposal I
trial club gave Prof. Kays and have accepted, so yours must
pupils a very good dinner last be excepted. Yours I cannot be.
Wednesday.
Wide Awake.
Miss Bernice McBrayer, the
Enterprise Echoes
primary teacher, finished her
achool at Pleasant Hill last FriQuite a crowd went serenading
day. The primary pupils are Sundry evening, singing religbeing cared for by Pro.f J. H. ious songs and having prayer.
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UNIVERSAL TREAD CASINGS
AND HEP TUBES
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TIm Mich.lin Universal Traad combine. .11 th. advantag
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Mkhelin Rod Tub. retain t hair r.lt.ty .oftne.. ind.finital,.
Uaod in combination, Mich.lin eatings and tube, inaka th
mat aatiafactory tiro equipment.
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Clovis Auto Company
ONE QUALITY

ONLr-TH- E

BESfl

en

Summer Tourist
Rates

Commencing May 15th until SeDtember 30th. 1916. tht
Santa Fe will have on sale Low Rate Summer Tourist Tickets to all parts of the country. A rate of $16.25 to Las Vegas and $14.40 to Santa Fe and return has been made ror
this season. For particulars phone 156.
L. R. CONARTY, Agt.

Shipley Brothers Cattle Company sold $4300.00 worth of
cattle to J. L. Hines of St Vrain
Thursday. They have sold
worth of cattle in the
past week, all of which was spot
cash sales.

For Sale Feed
About 2000 bundles ef good
also some good cane
Feed located at residence,
blocks West of Main St. Inquire
220 N. Merri wether.
kaffir,

Mgr.

BREAD

The homes visited were Darris,
McGregor, Homan and Walker.
The singing at Enterprise Sunday afternoon was well attended.
Chris Hagler and family, of
Tulia, Texas, have been visiting
at the Carnihan and McGregor
horn's the past week.
Mr. and Mrs. J. Holden visited at the Zwissler home Sunday
afternoon.

Arthur E. Curren

Often buttered, never bettered.
We would make it better but we
can't We could make it cheaper but we won't. How's a table
nicely spread, without a loaf of
A. C. Pappe bread.

LAND LAWYER
If you expect difficulty
in making proof, let me
help you. Contest work

a specialty. Two year's
Register of U. S. Land
Office. Eight years experience as U. S. Commissioner.

Ruth Reporter
J. W. Manning
to Dow Wilson

traded his car
for cattle and
CLOVIS, NEW MEXICO
bought a new one.
T. B. Stout left here Tuesday
for Brinkinan, Oklahoma, going
over land.
BEST TONSORIAL WORK
Prof, and Mrs. Jackson of
-- AT THE
Grady visited at the Manning
home Sunday.
Mesdames Walter Sheridan
Crane & Williams, Props.
and Eugene Eason visited their Oldest established shop in the
sister Mrs. R. E. Sheridan ity
Bath" al ways ready
Thursday night.
Mrs. Eason
lives in Granada, Colorado.
Grandpa.

Made clean, baked clean, sold clean. Wrapped at the
ovens. Comes to you clean. Reduces the meat bill.

Clovis Bakery
A: C. PAPPE, Proprietor

West Otero Street

Clovis Barber Shop

Lincoln Locals
Ethel Brasher, Lora Bennett,
Willis Westfall and Ira Gilliland

NOTICE!
Goods, furniture,
We want to buy your Second-han- d
stoves, ehairs, and in fact almost everything in the
second hand line. We are doing general repairing,
such as Bicycles, Sewing Machines, Furniture and
toves. Will do all kinds of Upholstering from a
Baby Carriage to an Automobile top. All at reasonable prices and first class work guaranteed.

ACHES!

attended the wedding of Prof.
C. H. Rogers and Mies Kinslow,
at Prairie Valley Sunday, May
21st.
A large crowd attended

MICHELIN UNIVERSAL TREADS
and RED TUBES
not
Just compare these
art
prices with those yon have been paying.

NEW MEXICO.

CLOV1S,

$50,-000.-

BAKER,

Sec.

Fairfield

Ford Agents

his children

him and

CC- B-

Jones .& Lindley

the
singing convention a week ago.
Miss Helen and Edna Palma-tee- r
attended the Literary at
Pleasant Hill Saturday night.
Jack Jones, one of the jolly
Lincolnites, joined the militia
and is now at Columbus.
G. H. Palmateer
saw a
(cherry) leave his place the
other night, he says he thinks
he shall never plant another
cherry tree.
Come again Blondie.

Little Cricket
Mrs. Emma Wuir, of

Lords-bur-

0

A.I
re 1L.
Acne.
uie 1.1L
iainr ui
grouches.

Grouches produee ill temper and irritableness, and
these hasten you to your
grave.

For a very little we sell
remedies that kill the aches
aa toon as they appear.
Is your health, your happiness, your life, worth this
small investment?

g,

Grand Matron of the 0. E.
S. and Mr. Newcomb, Grand Patron of the same order spent
Sunday in Clovis, en route to
the Pecos Valley. They will return Friday, Junel2nd for an
official visit to Keystone Chapter.
All .members are urged to be
present, J

4

Doora South of P. O.

Clovis'

Abney & Johnson.

Newest

Store

Everything brand new just from the manufacturer. The largest variety store and the
most complete assortment in novelty goads
in Curry county.
If you are looking for that small article of
"just what you wanted" WE HAVE IT.
The low prices too will surprise you.

The
! City Drug Store
The new store on South
Main St
Phone 162.

Joiners Variety Store

CLOVIS LODGE DIRECTORY AND RELIABLE BUSINESS CONCERNS

LODGE DIRECTORY

Magic City Furniture and
Undertaking Co.

A. M., No. 40

Embalmers and Funeral Directors

Meets every 1st and 3rd Tuesday night
R. L. Pryor, W.

Night Phone 235.

c,ovis

$k&m
W&$&Hf

STEED

Undertaker & Embalmer

J$t

Manager Clovis Cemetery
Phone

-

No

0

G.

.

fifr:.j

Broom Corn Brokers
Clovis Phone 392.
WAREHOUSES

CLOVIS, .

j

i

n

ri

11

Phone 27.

West Grand Avenue.

Duckworth, E.

Next door to McFarlin's

Star Market

Fritz

R.

Luke Morton,

PAID

We sell Groceries and soicit your

Patronage.

Best Foods, Lowest

W. 0. W. No. 36.

Prices.

-

in Woodmen

Phone 29.

-

WALKER'S MARKET

Hall.

J. R. WALKER, Proprietor

Fresh and Cured Meats, Fruits
and Vegetables '

Clovis Council Praetorians

FOR HIDES

-

E. H. Robinson, Clerk.

C. C.

770.

No.
MARKET PRICE

FAK" ELL.

A. B. Austin, Prop.
Secretary.

Meets every 2nd a 4th Tneesday night

Home Killed Meats Our Specialty. Fresh
Vegetables, Fish and Oysters in Season.

PORTALES,

White tower Lodge
LiTiiW

HOUK BROS. Props.

HIGHEST

B. Herod,

-

MELROSE.

The Model Grocery

....

i

Wednesday night.
W. H.

Antlers Bldg.

A. L. Gurley Go.

R

Clovis Lodge B. P. O. E.
No. 1Z44

K

Both Day and Night Phone

14.

H'K1;
31

Meet every Thursday night at
Masonic Hall.
Lem A. Wright, Secretary.

yZgSS&Lir

J. P. Denny, N.

Phone 32.

A. J. Whiting, Secretary.

M.

imMM
CL V.

We are Agents for Eight of the
BEST OLD LINE COMPANIES

at Masonic Hall.

AMBULANCE SERVICE

LADY ASSISTANT
Day Phone 211.

The Curren Agency
INSURANCE

Clovis Lodge A. P. and

(JOHNSON BROS.)

$

Fish and Oysters. A nice line of Pickles, Relishes and
Bottled Goods. Phone 123.

Meets 2nd and 4th Monday nights at Praetorian Hall
B. M. Brizendina. Rei
A. S. Fuqua, S. A.

IN DRUGS"
"EVERYTHING
your
or
guaranteed
refunded"
"satisfaction

KODAKS,

money
TALKING MACHINES. INDIAN GOODS, CURIOS, SOUVENIRS. BOOKS, STATIONERY.

CUT GLASS,

IVORY, ETC.

The Southwestern Drug Company
Free Delivery

Tjke,

cs. Store

Telephone 58.

17

W. II. DfCKWOItTIf. Owner.
Wedeliver by Parcel Post, anything ordered from us in our line, when the order amounts to one dollar or more, and cash is sent with the order.

mSEESEMSEEBR
It Always Helps

x

says Mrs. Sylvania Woods, of Clifton Mills, Ky., In
writing of her experience with Cardui, the woman's
tonic. She says further: "Before 1 began to use
Cardui, my back and head would hurt so bad, I
thought the pain would kill me. I was hardly able
to do any of my housework. After taking three bottles
of Cardui, I began to feel like a new woman. I soon
gained 35 pounds, and now, 1 do all my housework,
as well as run a big water mill.
1 wish every suffering woman would give

vf

y

1

a trial

I still use Cardui when I feel a little bad,
and it always does me good."
Headache, backache, side ache, nervousness,
feelings, etc, are sure signs of womantired, worn-o- ut
ly trouble. Signs that you need Cardui, the woman's
tonic You cannot make a mistake in trying Cardui
for your trouble. It has been helping weak, ailing
women for more than fifty years.

Get a Bottle Today!

nTTMHHHHnl
Reward

Lost Six head horses and
mules. One bay bald faced mare
and one aorrel bald face mare,
three mules and a roan Shetland
pony. Reward. Apply to J. C.
Carnihan, Clovis, N. M.
482t-p- d

Peters

Shoe- - all

tf

Leather.

A.

J. Rodes.

J. W. HUNTER
Livestock and Commercial

AUCTIONEER
Will cry tales anywhere. Located at
The Lone Btar Wason Yard,
P. 0. Box It
rhonr 439.

PLUMBING

1

plumber from
We have with us a
guaranteed.
AH
strictly
Roswell.
work
firsl-clas- s

M ANUFACTURtKJJ

N.
Kahler Co.

Cahill Iron Wks.,

''

1

GOODS:

0. Nelson Co.,

SEE US AND SAVE MONEY

Clovis Tin Shop. R. T. Holton, Prop.

v yrf

ww W

'
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"SPEED UP!"

out cf typewriting I
AND smile ! Fcr here ct lest is the
ter
machine that m.ikes it easy for any iter
rapher to turn cut MOKE letters with Ltss
effort in the ordinary working day. The new
Royal Master-Mod"10" speeds up the day's
work and Gets the pece that pays 1
Built tor "Et'3 Business" and its
Great Army of Expert Operators
These new features of the Royal add to the
sensitive finders cf the typist, ti.e one vital tiling
typewriter tut tracts speed!
that the
The speed with brains behind it ihe y
speed of the expert tyy ist in the days work.
Errorless speed is the kind cf speed thfct counts.
Commonsense has punctured the iDusicn of the
old-sty-

le

all-da-

other kind.
Get the Facta I
Send for t'.i" Royal
Vit $100

man una csic tor

D KMC NSTKAT1CN.

this is
"MUSTY SUFFER"
He will entertain you with his

Sermon on screen.
"Priests and their Office" and
Ball Game Sunday
Benediction.
About $70.00 has been raised
7:30 p. m. Instructions on The
Qualities of the True Church of for the maintainance of a reguChrist and The Communion of lar ball team and the necessary
A number of the
equipment.
Saints. Welcome all!
have donated suits
men
business
Theodosuis Meyer. 0. F. M.
with their ads on the back. A
irame has betn matched for next
Electric light globes and fix-- . Sunday between the "regulars"
tures.
and the shop boys.
m.

i nans

!"

el

Sacred Heart
funny antics each Friday night
Catholic Church at the LYCEUM. One of the
Childrens Dresses.
tf
funniest characters on the
A. J. Redes.
Sunday May 28
a.

i

f.H fimrt .friF'J

to 60 ruinates on hour
by taUng the "grind "

New Mexico

Ci-ovi-

TE

WE SELL THE LEADING

iwajmi

The first Sunday in Jure I
wish to preach on the subject,
"Why Some People Do Not At
I am asking
tend Church."
every man and woman in Clovis
who do not attend Church to
send me reason why in writing.
Kindly be perfectly frank and
Bend me your reason. I will be
frank with you. Your name
will not be used and no one will
know you sent in a reason. You
will assist me just this much 1
know and send me your reason.
Use the mails or hand your
reason to me on the street, or
send it to ray home.
J. H. Messer.

9

UP-TO-DA-

'flt--i'-

Give Reasons

The Woman's Tonic

T

First Methodist Church
At eleven o'clock Sunday May
28. I will preach to the Sunday
School. I am asking the teach-- j
tra 10 see to it that all your
pupils remain tor the service.
Ringing will be furnished by
different classes. This service
will not be lengthy and we hope
the whole Church as well as the
Sunday School will be present.
At the evening service, "How
to be Saved." A most cordial
invitation to all to worship with
us.
J. H. Messer, Pastor.

Or write us Jirect

chure,

f

"Bet tar

Servic; " and beck
ol lactl on I oven

TypingtH

free to

(j

r

fc: -

'j-.-

''v.,?;- -

j
'

Mass,

$125

v

I attend confinement cases,

tf

Dr. H. R. Gibson

ROYAL TYPEWRITER

COMPANY

Davidson's Transfer and Storage
Transfer Work Solicited. STORAGE FREE 1
First Class CAR SERVICE at All Times.
Clovis, New Mexico.'
P. 0. Box 544.
Phones 85 and 152.
All Kinds of

w5i

1MB CLOVIS NEWS

The Heart of
Night Wind
A STORY OF
CHAPTER I.
Out of th Vine Maples,
Eat. her knees drawn up to
her chin, on the flat top of a fir
it urn p. Mcslde her lay Coosnab, hear?
muzzle on huge paws, tali eyes as pale
is the girl's were dark. They were
both. Perhaps that account-M- i
for the delight both fouud In the
tolitude of this aerie, where tboy
;ould look down toward the west on
the feathery, green sea of
Sine and fir, of sprue and hemlock
ind toward the east on the narrow
slough and the
trip of
shacks of tbe lumber camp
It was
huddled above Its rollway.
tbe magnificent timber country of the
great Northwest
Slleti was wondering, as she always
did, how far the mountains ran to the
outh. bow far It waa to that 'Frisco
of which she bad beard ao much from
the tramp loggers who came and went
with the seasons, their "turkeys" on
their backs and the Joyous liberty of
tbe Irresponsible forever tugging at
their eccentric souls.
Over the facing ridge ahe knew
that the cold Pacific roared and
coaxed on the ships, to play with them
In the hell of Vancouver coast. She
could hear It sometimes when the
pines were still; yet she hod never
seen it.
She had picture of it In her mind,
many pictures. Hhe knew well bow
tt would look when she should aee
it a gray floor, a world of It, shot
through wltb the reds and purples of
a tardy sun. Of the cities she bad
no clear pictures. They were artificial,
therefore alien to her, who
knew only nature, though she bad
listened intently to roamera from every corner of the globe; for Daily's
lumber camp had seen a queer lot.
It all resolved Itself Into these
dreams when she sat on the edge of
a fir stump, or, better yet, in tbe exalted cloud-higairiness of tbe very
apex of the Hog Uack.
There had been no sun, neither today nor for many days; and yet there
was as surely prescience of approaching night as If shadows forewarned
Slleti had hoped for a break, one of
those short pageants when the sun
should shoot for a moment Into the
gloom, transfiguring the world. Now,
as she scanned the west, tbe dog sud
denly rose from beside her, peering
down with his huge head thrust forward, his pendulous ears swaying. A
hundred feet below in a tangle of vine
maple something was laboring. Presently the slim trees parted and out
of their tangle struggled a horse, s
magnificent black beast with flaring
nostrila and full, excited eyes. After
every few steps It turned its bead to
right or left with the Instinct or tbe
mountain breed to zigzag, and as often
tbe man in tbe saddle pulled It sharply back.
Wltb the first sight of the Intruders
tbe girl on the high stump had sprung
up, leaning forward, a growing excitement In her face. It was the horse
that caused It. Something was stirring within ber all suddenly and her
heart beat hard. She gripped her
braids tight in both bands and swallowed.
"Blunderer." she said aloud. "Oh.
tbe blunderer!"
Tben she cupped ber banda at ber
Hps and called down: "Let him alone!
He knows bow to climb!
Lot Dim

Slleti

sill-bre-

close-packe-

tide-wat-

man-mad-

ByVirge & Roe
Illustrations

by

Ray Walters

THE GREAT NORTHWEST

CuoyruDt by l)odd, Uu4 and Cooioaov
feet and lurched mightily upwarf
finding difficulty and floundering
little by reason or the stone which ha
saved It from rolling down the moui
tain. It placed its feet gingerly, brae
lug against the declivity, shook Itsel:
vigorously, drew a good, long breath
and turned Its soft nose to investigate
tbe girl. With a little gurgling cry
her hands went out agalu to cares
It, hungrily, forgetful of the man. her
race alight with the joy or Its escape
from injury. She smiled and passed
her hands along the high neck, over
tbe shoulder, down to the 'nice, bend'
Ing to finger with a dett swiftness tbe
fetlock and pastern.
Wben she looked up again she
smiled at tbe man frankly, her ange
gone.
"He's all right, but you want to glv
blm the rein. He know bow to go
up all right. All Oregon horse can
climb If you give them their time and
way."
He slipped the bridle over his arm
"I'm looking for Daily's lumber
camp. Can you tell me how to get
there and how near I am?"
"It's right over tbe ridge. You'll
see It from tbe top!"
"Thanks." be said, lifted his tort,
gray hat perfunctorily and turned up
tbe slope.
He took the ascent straight, wltb a
certain grimness or purpose. Soon he
felt a slight pull on the reins toward
tbo left, which slackened Immediately
to repeat Itself to the right. Tbe bfack
was trying to zigzag In the narrow
play or tbe confining bridle. After an
interval that tried him severely In
musclo and breath tbe stranger
reached tbe shurp crest or the ridge
Uelow him lay the valley, the wind
Ing slough, tbo yellow huddle or the
camp, the toy railway, with Its tlnv
engine, the donkey whose pulling rose
and
In a white spiral, the rollway
the huge log trail winding up tbe
other slope like a giant serpent. Even
as he looked there cams the st iccato
whoKO invis
toots or the whistle-boible line crept away into the hill
above the cables, the engine got down
to work wltb a volley ot coughs, the
spools screamed and the great steel
rope lifted heavily along the trail.
Presently a long, gray shape, ghost
ly and slnlRtcr. came creeping over tbe
lowor rldgo, gliding down tbe face or
the hills, silent, relentless, a veritable
He leaned forward,
thing or life.
watching it come to rest above the
rollway. halt a little while tbe antllke
men darted here and there, anil then
roll sldewise into position against the
stnys.
When the small play of the woods
was over, just bb he started down he
glnpced Involuntarily hack along the
way be had come.
The girl still stood by the bowlder
looking up. her fare Illumined hv that

cook-shac-

ow, it pine floor Innocent or cover
ng. Prom end to end ran two long
able, neat In white oilcloth, with in
or catchi-bottles, pepper
lerval
auce, sugar bowls, cream pitchers
and solidly built receptacles ror salt
and pepper. Along both edge stood
an army or white earthenware plates,
flanked by
knives and
forks and tin spoons
At the weat, boside an open door,
waa a high pine d.sk littered wltb
a telephone hung at one aide A
small table stood before a window,
wltb a rocking chair In proximity
rockone of those low,
ing chairs that old women use. and
that invariably hold a patchwork
cushion with green fringe, and a white
knitted tidy. That rocker was part or
Dally' camp. It bad followed tbe
marcb of progress as the ramp rut It
way Into the bill.
"It's my one comfort." M waa wont
to say. "though land know I don't
get to set in It more'n a quarter what
I'd like."
A the logger slid noisily on to the
benches, their caulks giving up the
mud they had held purposely tor the
swept floor, Slletx same and went, setting the substantial viands In the
open spaces left In the expanse of
white oilcloth. She exchanged a word
bore and there, always a sensible
word, something of tbe work, the day.
or the men themselves.
Hhe waa putting a plate of rookies.
with currants on top, between Jim
Anwortby and
Pole,
when a root struck the step at tbe
west door. There was something In
the sound that drew every head
A
around at once.
stranger stood
against the mlety durkness between
the jumbs.
He was young, apparently about
twenty-fivor six well set up, with
straight shoulders above narrow hips
and a poise tbat claimed Instant atHe removed bis soft hat.
tention.
holding It In bis band, while bis
bright, blue eyes looked Impersonally
over tbe room. Over bis shoulder a
pair or big, dark ones peered anxiously, while
black mizzle with small
white patch nosed his elbow aside.
"John Dally?"
It was a call thnt demanded, not a
question.
From the bead or the nearest table
a glnnt or a man. easy natured, lax
featured, loose Jolnta banded together
by steel sinews, rose lumberlngly.
"I'm him," he said.
The man In tbe door brought his
eyes sharply to rocus on his face, read
ing it wltb lightning rapidity.
"I'm the Dllllngworth Lumber com
panyor mont of It," be sold clearly.
"and I've come to stay. Where shall
bone-bandie-

alone!"
The man looked up startled, and
tightened his grip on the rein. The
gallant animal went down upon Its
side, rolling completely over, to lodge
feot downward, against a stone. The
man swung sldewise out of the saddle,
saving himself with
splendid quick
ness. Before he could gather him
self for action tbe girl tore down upon
him.
"What bave fou done?" she cried
wildly, "what have you don to It?"
She dropped on her knees and her
hands went fluttering over the black
head In a very passion of pity, touching tbe white star on the forehead,
"Blunderer!" She Said Aloud.
smoothing the quivering nostrils.
"Why didn't you let him climb his light he had noticed, and he was quick
own way? He knew he's a
enough to comprehend that It was pasNothing could go straight sionate longing for the big black be
up!"
bind blm. She had forgotten his presShe raised her eyes to him uaC be ence. Out of tbe furns had crept the
aw they were burning behind a film mammoth mongrel. They two stood
of tears. He saw also what gave blm together in a subtle comradeship
strange feeling of stuck a faint, which struck blm by its Isoluted suffiblue tracery extending from tbe left ciency.
corner of her lips downward nearly
to tbe point of the chin, a sharply
CHAPTER II.
broken fragment or a tattooed dnstgfi.
very
eye
were
dark
end
ber
balr,
Her
An Amazing Arrival.
partad after the first ,anhlon of womIt was quitting time quitting time
very
straight
and
dark also.
an, was
In the coast country, which means
Thaccusing words Irritate! blm.
whatever time the light fades. Pres"You re right." he suld coldly, "noth- ently the loggers came creeping dwwn
ing could In auch a country. Stan I the trail, sturdy men In spiked boots
back, please."
laced to the knee, blue flannel shirts,
Slletx looked up a him and Instinc- and, for the most part, corduroy
tively rose to her feet, though V They trooped down to tho
slim body waa alert wltb an uncon- a long building or unpalnted pine. Its
scious readiness for prevention of two side doors leading, the one into
something
the dining room, the other sheltered
But tbe man only stepped to the by a rude porch, into tbe kitchen.
bit
Inside, "Ma" Dally, a
black's bead, tightened tbe re
general or meal and men In their or
nd clucked encouragingly.
"Come up." be aald sharp y, "qp, dor. creaked heavily from ovon to
pine alnk. ber placid race flaming wltb
boy!"
The bora stretched Its bead for tbe beat or tbe great ateel range.
I
Tbe eating room waa long and nor- ward, arched it neck. gathnr4
bunch-grasse-

-

cook-shac-

wbite-balre-

1

band-lam-

pink-lippe-

sugar-Bande-

black-haire-
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WAY TO MAKE LIVING

Advice for

All

Women

Was

That Tendered at Woman's Club
at Pittsburgh.
woman of wealth, but who Is nevertheless Identified with civic work
and Is a practicing lawyer, lately gave
a talk before a Pittsburgh mothers'
Here la a part of what ahe
club
said:
There Is one question to which
every woman ought to be able to answer Yes. It is this: "Can you earn
a living if you should need to do?"
If there Is one lesson, more than another that has been emphasized In recent years It is that tbe untrained
suitor most when a pinch comes. Another lesson that Is most sufficiently
understood is tbat thore Is practical-lno security in fortune.
Be prepared, is advice for a woman
as well as for a nation. Train your
duughters, you mothers, to something
tbat will pay a return sulflclent at
leant for a livelihood. It ran do no
barm, and It may mean lust tbe difference between happiness and misery
In later life.
There is nothing more pathetic than
the sight of some unfortunate woman,
brought up to a competency and utterly unprepared to support herself,
who has been suddenly reduced to
We all know eome such
poverty.
Pottering along at things
woman.
that are of no real use, at work given
by pitying friends or strangers, more
or less dazed by contact with a world
that la foreign to ber. sinking little
by little to meaner surroundings and
more desperate makeshifts, sht at last
disappears, sucked under In tbe maelstrom she baa neither tbe strength nor
the trsinlng to resist.
Surely you don't want to run even
the faintest chance of becoming such
a derelict, you don't want your daughters to run any such risk. So be prepared. Be fit tor something, trained
to something, ready to take hold It
you must. Know at least one thing
so well that peoplo will be glad to
pay you for doing It. Be able to say
Yes If the world should ask you if
you ran return fair value for a living.
It la tbe surest or human safeguards.
A

It Was a Call That

Demanded.

separated at tho tragic record of King
David and the word of that ancient
father-hear- t
stared up at him. "Oh.
Absalom, my son, my son!" vital In
their anguish. With a snap he closed
the book, holding it tightly clasped In
his hands while he stared into tho

flame or tbe lamp with knit brows and
twitching lips.
It was as II the fateful cry bad
touched some sore spot In his heart,
set throbbing some half healed pain.
For a moment a shadow as of a vague
remorse darkened bis expressive face
Then a resolute strength tightened
t act my horse?"
his lips and he laid the lllble gently
There was a startled silence after down and blew out the light
It was cold In the little room and
these amazing words. An unexpressed
ejaculation went from face to race up the rain waa dripping from the euves.
and down the tables. Then John Dally
CHAPTER Ml.
showed why he was the best foreman
He got bimsolf loose
in that region.
The Wondrous Hill at Dawn.
from the end bench and walked over
He was awakened next morning by
to the door.
the thunder or heavily shod men storm"All right, Mr.
He waited easily, as If It was per ing In from the bunkbouse. Tbe smell
fectly natural for strangers to drop of cooking was In the air and the
from a hilltop and announce them- crack under his door showed lampselves the ruling power of tbe country, light.
or more strictly speaking one or tbe
The rain was still dripping softly
ruling powers, for there were two.
from the eavea. As Sandry came Into
Sandry." finished the other, "Wal the eating room the old woman or the
kitchen was looking over the crowd
ter Sundry from New York."
'Tome In. Mr. Sandry you're Just or men as Impersonally as he himself
In time."
had done the night before, wltb a
Daily turned back to the lighted poise as assured and a subtle force as
strongly Indicated.
room.
Her bright, old eyes, blue as bis
"Slletx, give Mr. Sandry my place.
Harrison, I'll bave to take your filing own, met bis lifted glance a be hesiTomorrow we'll fix tated.
Rhed for tonight.
"Sot down In the place you had last
things in better shape."
an important person njght, Mr. Sandry," she said In a rich
The
age and one to be conciliated, frowned voice, "It's your now. Jobn'll move
In his plale, but the foreman had lost down a notch."
sight or him. He reached out a huge
She went back Into the mysterious
region of pies and doughnuts, and
hard hand and took the brldle-relSandry was conscious of a alight reelfrom the newcomer.
Already this man was atatidlnf In ing or wonder. He was alroady taken
side the rude building, with a high In aa one or tbe family In a subtle
headed air of force, or personality that way. and It did not quite suit him to
made Itseir felt In the most stolid na- be so. If be missed certain lifelong
ture present. He glanced down tbe attributes or service and surrounding,
double line of faces and for a second. U be took his place among these
fractional, fleeting moment, rough men wltb an Inward tremor of
Just
seemed to hesitate. Then he laid bis rebellion, ho made r.o sign.
Again the girl he bad met on tbe
hat on the small table, walked round
to Dolly's empty seat, swung a lcf.her farther aide or the mountain tended
t
shoe over tbe In silence, a trifle more aloof. She
putteo and a
tench and sat down. He was in place. was clad In tbo same sort of blue flan
and a vague feeling of adjustment, of nel shirt tho men wore, with a red
solidity, accompanied him, as If be tie under tbe turndown collar and a
was there, as he said, to stay. Every rather short blue skirt showing hor
man In the room felt It; and one of feet laced trimly Into miniature boots
those strange sensations or portent The letter were even full of small
communicated Itseir to them, us when Btoel caulks.
It was still dark when the logger
tbe everyday affairs of life come to
trooped out Into the One rain.
a turn in the road.
John Dally came to blm.
Daily's was on the eve of a change.
"Now, what would you like, Mr. SanThe girl waa putting a thick, white
plate, hot from boiling water, before dry?" he asked. "Will you come Into
him. deftly laying the simple cutlery, the bills wltb us, or would you rather
pushing back an Intruding dish rest around camp? You come a long
There waa an air of detachment about waya, I guess."
"Yes. From New York."
No portion of ber garments
her.
"I was tblnkln' yesterday mebby
touched him. Sbe was always so,
quiet way. Now. a sbe you'd rather Just loaf around"
aloof In
Did you expect me?"
"Yesterday?
tended the stranger silently, one of
"Oh, yes. I got a letter trom Mr
ber long braida slipped over ber sboul
dar and fell across hi hand. He drew Frazer last week. He said the comaway from the contact sharply and a pany had made a change and I might
w tbe action.
look for a visit"
dozen pair ot eye
"I think I'll go about," aald Sandry
"Hell!" murmured a man at the
Outside It was fresh and slightly
other aide In mild amazement.
saw-file-

A thick, white fog struck him In
face wltb an almost palpable
tu
touch. It lay close to the earth, a
sluggish monster spread down In the
valleys as ir for warmth.
Through
Its enshrouding whiteness a lantern
gleamed faintly across tbe slough
Already tbe little locomotive was
getting up steam and the donkey
showed a red throat for an instant a
McDonald shoved In more wood.
From ahead came shouts and a
laugh or two as the men straggled up
to tbe rollway.
Tbere were five cabin set around
on the edge of the small, slopliu
mountain meadow which gave back
ground for Daily's ramp; and In all
the wlndowa light were gleaming Iw
one cabin a door opened and a mun
came out, stopping a moment on tbe
sill to reach np and kiss a woman,
who stood silhouetted against tbe
light, when the door closed and Sandry could not see the man, though be
could bear hi footsteps.
The foreman swung ahead In tbe path.
"Tbey'a a loot-lohere," he laid,
"tidewater lough. 'Taln't deep."
They atopped at tbe toot or the
ridge where tbe donkey, tbe rollway
and tbe track terminal
huddled
against the bold uplift, and Dally Introduced him to Hasting and Murphy
the latter or whom bung out or tbe
window or bis diminutive cab and
peered at tbe stranger out or laughing eyes whose forbear had twinkled
on Donegal'a blue bay and Erin's
daughters with Impartial Joy.
"Ah. Mlstber Dllllngworth." he said
heartily, "an' pbat d'ye t'lnk av tbe
West Coast now?"
"Sandry, Murphy," caught up Daily
easily, yet wltb a warning note.
Sandry tlal Excuse me,
"Shure!
Misther Sandry, but ain't th' scenery
folne?"
"What I've seen. yes. Murphy," an
swered Sandry after a slight pause
As he turned after Dally the Irlsbmaa
Btuck his tongue In the corner of bis
lips and drummed a minute on the
sill, the broad smile lessening on his
reckless face.
"An' pbat d'ye know about thot?"
he asked retrospectively of the fog

mid.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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Hut not even tbe Importance of Mi
arrival of tbe Dllllngworth Luuilinr
rompuny could keep alient tbls bunch
of men from tbe ends of the earth
They vere free lances, following
wherever fancy and tbe lumber camp
led them through the mountain and
the big woods, contented in tbls place
( r moving on. bound by no rules, as In
dependent and unbolduble as the very
birds of the air.
In three minutes the laughter was
sweeping gustily again, accompanied
dishes,
by the solid clink of
the clutter or knives for the most part
used as very adequate Bhovels. and
or
was forgotten
Walter 8andry
paused over.
An hour later he stood alone in the
nilddlo or a tiny room at the south
or the building, looking fixedly at the
on
yellow flame or a glass
a stand. I'nder tbe lamp waa a woolly
mat of blight red yarn, a wonderful
creation under that a tbin. white
scarf, beautifully clean, the Ironed
creases standing out stiffly. Beside
conch shell
the lamp lay a
and a Bible.
Sandry looked longest at the Bible
beuide the lamp and presently he took
it up curiously, fingering It wltb a quizzical, weary smile.
Its edges were thin and frayed and
be notired that It was greatly worn.
Walter Sandry smiled and glanced
at random through the book.
"Motherhood," be said hair aloud,
"la there nowhere a rather? a dear
old chap or the earth, a gentle old
man with white hair? One who has
raised a son" A ir In answer to tbe
whimsical word, the fragile leaves

Iodine for Treating Wound.
Many Inquiries reach tbe editor of
this page on how best to apply Iodine
to a cut or abrasion in order to prevent It from becoming Infected One
or the most convenient methods Is to
use a stick impregnated with Iodine.
These can be obtained at any drug
store. They come In bunches packed
twenty In a email glass tube. Tbe
tip or each stick has a head like a
match, made or resubllmated Iodine
60 per cent, and lodldo or potassium
This when dipped In
40 per cent.
water liberates an average 10 per rent
solution which should be applied freely to the cut and loft to dry.
In using Iodine It Is essential to
remember tbat no wet dressing may
he applied. Exposure to the air will
do no harm, and the sore should be
covered only when there la danger of
It being Irritated by coming In contact with foreign bodies and thus being torn open.

"I

DON'T SUFFER

ANYMORE"
"Feel Like a New Person,"
says Mrs. Hamilton.
"From tbe time

New Castle, Ind.

I was eleven year

old until 1 was seven
.
l-f H.IT nUll

month so I had to be
'in HI in bed. I had bead- ache, backacba and
sucn pain i wowa
cramp double every
month. I did not
know what it waa
to be euy a minute.
My health was all
run down and the
doctor did not do
ma any mod. ' A
neighbor told my mother about Lydia
E. Pinkham'a Vegetable Compound and
I took it, and now I feel like a new
person. I don't (offer any mora and I
Hazbl
am regular every month,
Hamilton, 822 South 16th St '
Wben a remedy ha lived for forty
years, steadily growing in popularity
npoa
and Influence, and thousand
thousands of women declare they owe
their health to It, is it not reasonable to believe that it is an article of
great merit?
.

Lii

"lira.

I f you want special advice write
to Lydia E. Pinkham Medietas
Co. (confidential), Lyon. Mass.
Your letter will be opened, read
and answered by a woman and
held In strict confidence.
Gentle Reader.
son

John Ragland, the

of Floyd C. Ragland, county superintendent or the schools of Vaaderburg

county, gave his mother a geranium
as a birthday present.
'Now, mamma, wben you get angry
and feel Ilk spanking me," ha said,
"you will look at that flower and think
how good I waa. Then you wont feel
Indianapolis
Ilka spanking
me."
Nsws.
Thanks to the Diplomat.
"Tbe war has created a great many
new words."
"I've noticed that"
'It has also given us an entirely
new Interpretation of 'ultimatum.'"

rrra, ftrit.rTBT. raixrwo strut ft
or aniaMrraptoa
Moppto unicHif,
nni rrar.
r
insuraa
Mfdietn.
lorcMi. of Tr. Silo.'.
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lull n ra.nl u. LahiibTkial Hitti. M.
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Victory.
"How happy the bride looks!"
"She has a right to look happy. Her
friends have been laying odd ot two
to one that she wouldn't land htm."
To kern clean and healthy take Dr.
Pierce's Pleaaant I'eHets. Tbey regulate
liver, bowels and stomach. Adv.

When a man tells another that ba
understand women he Is tben classed
as an easy mark.
Be nappy. Use Red Crone Bag Tllue;
much better than liquid blue. Delights
the laundress. All grocers. Adv.

The average man know

how to do

another man's work better than ha
knowa how to do his own.

When Housework Drags
Keeping house Is hard enough
when well. The woman who has
a bad back, blue, nervous spells,
and dizzy headache, ha a hard
lot, for the family tasks never let
up. Probably It's the result ot kidney trouble and not tbe
"woman's weakness." Strengthen
tba kidneys with Doan'a Kidney
Pill. Tbey are a harmless as
they are effective and may ba used
for children with weak kidneys, tea
much-feare-

d

A Colorado Case
Mrs. D. U Griffin,
J6u Marion St.. DenKw Iwiig.
ver, Colo., says: "I
had awful palne In my
back, aides and hlpe.
I couldn't sleep well
and often had to (at
up and alt In a chair.
My Joints swelled, so
did my feet and ankles. The kidney excretions caused me
sulTnrlnc.
Four doctors failed lo
help me and Anally I took Doan's Kidney PI la. They cured ma, restoring
me to good health."
Get Deaa'eat Aar Stare, goe a Baa

terrible

doan's wjsy
roSTERMUURN CO,

N. T.

BUFFALO.

Don't Persecute
Your Bowels
Cot out cathartic and
brutal, harah, unneceaaary.

purntlm-e- .

TrynaL

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
Purely mrttable. A
gently on the liver,
eliminate one. ana

A

W
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Tbey are

'

iUAKItKJ
TTLE
yiVER

aalfeerlaa, aa biIIUmi kaew.

SHALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICK.

Genuine

must bear

Signature

Scientist Interested In find.
r
At a recent scientific gathering,
Edgeworth, David and Wilson
described a completely mineralized huj&at: R. Cnt.maa.
man skull found near Warwick, In tbe galea teaeoaabla. w Ij.o. ad.lo.and IxiomIp.
BlaSeanleraina.
BwiitIm
Darling Downs of Quecnsisnd.
It
probably dates trom a period wben the OLD AUTO TIHBS WANTKU-Hig- hest
10O
par
lb. Further
to lo
great fossil marsupials were still llv Firtoee paid; on requeat.
Weatena Dal.
Ing, and la earlier than any other hu- Tread Tlra Cat, 1S41 B'Swar, Dearer.
man remains hitherto found In Aus KV.Vhl.rK BKRD RRCLRANKD
per cnt
pur.. .Iht dollar. bu.b.L UKO.
tralia.
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THE CLOVIS NEWS

SUBLIME COURAGE AS IT IS SEEN
III THE HOSPITALS BEHIND VERDUN
Unconquerable Spirit of the French Soldier Is Manifested at Receiving Stations, Where Stir of Battle and Incentive to Brave
Deeds Are
in

LackingDay With Wounded Described

good-nigh-

Graphic Letter From Noted Writer.

Parli. The unconquerable aplrlt of eyellds are Ilka dark cavities In a face
the French soldier, aa manifested In frightfully discolored. His purple Hps
tkjfleld hospital to which the Amer- continuously murmur words In a span-moica? ambulance

among

othera hurry

the seriously wounded from the relief
stations In the Immediate rear of the
fighting tinea at Verdun. Is told In
graphic fashion by a noted French
writer. A. Volllls. aa a result of a trip
which he was permitted to make In
the fifth week of the great battle.
"On the previous day," he writes,
"the great guns bad been roaring unceasingly, with a hoarse, thunderous
noise and with formidable explosions
of fury which made the windows rattle
and caused tbe lam of the snow to fall
from the roofs. On this morning tbe
alienee Is almost complete.
" it is a sign that the Infantry Is
attacking,' says the sergeant In charge
of supplies, who Is something of a
strategist. 'We are eoon going to be
busy.'
"Very soon the dull roll of the ambulances Is beard. It can be recognized among the bounding and tearing
noises of the ordinary wagons.
"The bell rings three times, which
means that thore are three wounded
men, and the litters are hurriedly
brought out Into the yard.
Glad to Be Allvt.
"In the case of the two first comers
there Is nothing serious to fear. They
are two sublieutenants, two boys, and
they havo become acquainted on the
way. Although their looks are still full
of astonished stupefaction, they try to
laugh, happy at having fought well
and at being alive, even merely alive,
although a thlKh has been broken and
a lung pierced. One of them has his
helmet tightly pressed on his breast.
"'No, don't take it away; don't take
It away,' he pleads 'I shall take It to
bed with me; It is my friend, my
savior,' and he points to an enormous
slash In the blue steel. 'To think that
came off so easy) With only a dam
aged leg,
"The other smiles gently as he
breathes heavily. He is blond, with a
light down on his checks and his eyes
are blue, and bis whole appearance
boyish
"'Lieutenant,' says the attendant
who Is emptying his pockets, 'you have
a military card and letters which are
jiot In your name.
Of'The young man raises his eye
brows.
" 'Oh, yes, I remember,' ho says suddenly. I had Just been hit. and they
placed me agninst the bank; I was
nearly frozen and my teeth were chattering.
In tho neighborhood a company was about to start to tbe attack.
Then one of tho soldiers, an aid fellow
with a big muBtache and kindly eyes,
leaned over me and said, "You are
cold, poor boy.' He took off bis coat
and threw It over me and then I saw
him running In his shirtsleeves to
catch up with the others.'
"'Here Is a photogrnph of his wife
and children,' said the attendant, 'and
also bis purse.'
"It was a worn leather purse, with
a gold piece, a few cents, and three
cigarettes in it, the entire fortune of
1

the

pollu.

" 'What a good follow,' sighs the
little lieutennnt. 'I don't know blm
and It would not be easy to find him
now; It will be a case for the special
bureau.'
" 'A major and a captain,' announces
an ambulance driver.
The Dying Major.
"The major's gray head shakes with
the movement of the carriers.
His

Ic and touching way: 'Quick

"'AU right!' aays the surgeon at
laat. In a gentla voice. Hla ayes wan
dered to the bed table and be observed
an open letter In a graceful feminine
handwriting,
on which the three
worda, '1 love you!' atand out sharp
ly. He covered up tha wounded olfl
car and tucked In tha covering around
him qalte tenderly.
" 'We ahall not touch you tonight,'
be adds. 'You are not suffering too
mucbf Good, you will have a se
t
Rest well and
dative
"Aa the surgeon leaves tbe room ba
makes a gesture across bis abdomen
from one aide to tha other and whispers: 'He la lost; cut rlgbt across.
He baa no pulse and ba will not live
till morning. And what a magnificent
boy; aucb courage and such a brave
look.
It's dreadful to feel that ona
can do nothing.
" 'Madame, the lieutenant with the
curly hair wishes to speak to you,
says an attendant
The nurse re
turns to the room on the tips of her
toes.
'Madame,' the lieutenant says calmly, 'I ask for you because
am lost.
Hie Great Sacrifice.
" 'You lost! Why talk such foolishness?'
" 'Thanks, madame, but It Is useless
to deceive rae I am lost; I feel It
and I know It. Oh, I am not complain
ing; ao many of my comrades are
gone. It was my turn; Hint's all. Besides, I have the Immenbe joy of knowing that I die for something. They
will not get to Verdun and they are
wearing out Only land he turna to
tbe darkening window), only I would
have liked to see tbe sun again
Madame, I have some letters here end
a photograph.
Will you do me the
favor to burn thein?'
"The bronzed hand reaches out and
seizes tha papers on the table and
presses thorn over his breast, which
rises In a sigh. For a brief moment
his Angers tremble and his moutb
contracts. Tben be holds out the papers.
" 'Take them. Thanks.'
"Ho is silent
His sacrifice has
been consummated.
Tears fall from
the nurse's eyes on her white bodice
and on the love letters, wblcb she
presses tight.
" 'My mother.' begins the lieutenant
again.
" 'Do you wish to dictate a letter for
her?'
"There Is a pause. 'No; I am not
You will tell ber.
strong enough.
You will know best bow to tell ber.'
"His eyes close, and then all at
once thoy open again.
"My notebook
All my war life la
Inscribed In it, day by day. I have
entered the date of my wound. Wbon
all la over, will you please add tbe
day and tbe hour.'
"The nurse nods her bead affirmatively.
" 'Thanks once more, madame; you
are kind. You must not cry. Go back
to the others, who iivtd you more.
,
madame.'
Reminiscences of the Day.
"Tbe wounded continued to arrive.
There are hardly any beds unoccupied.
Some young officers who can be
moved broken arms, bullet in the
shoulder and general wounds will ba
sent to the rear in the evening. They
are seated around a fire in their
muddy uniforms, wblcb are torn and
stained with blood, and they cbat In
low tones, for there are three comrades In bed near then. They are
talking of tbe recent lighting and
their movements are faverlsb and
their eyes shine.
" 'Mow funny you looked, old man,'
says one to another, 'aa you ran forward, with your balr In the wind and
of grenadea on your stoma
ach like an opossum.'
" 'Did you see Lieutenant
After the first attack be waved bis
yellow gloves and said In that mincing
voice of bis: "Is not thla shelling ridiculous? Those poor Be cbes have no
sense of art'"
"'A:! the aame, with bis glovea and
Is more reckhis funny voice, X
less than all of ua togethor.'

Tel-

ephone

They are holding More munitionsAh, the fine boysl They have
got there Fine!'
"Someone raises the covering, and
from the neck to the feet the great
body of the major Is revealed wound
up In reddened bandages, like a mum
my In rusted strips. At the first relief post they bad not spared their
pains in dressing his wounds.
"'Are you suffering. niaJorT' he Is
asked.
"His eyelids slowly uncover the already dimmed pupils. His distant look
turns to the fresh face of the attend
ant and to the white cap of the nurse,
and then, with a peculiar accent of
gentleness and exhaustion, ho says:
No, my boy; no. my little girl.'
"Hla eyelids drop suddenly, closed
forever.
" 'Madame,' an attendant says to the
chief nurse, 'please tell the captain
that he Is not reasonable. He wonti
to get Into bed by himself, and be has
a fragment of shell In bis side.'
"The captain Is a young officer of
chnsseurs. slender, vigorous, with his
cap on his ear. Seated on the stretcher, he la making efforts to rise, and a
little grimace twists his mouth.
"'Madame,' be says. 'I present my
compliments. I don't want to be carI am not a little girl.
ried
What
would my chasseurs say? Ah, madame.
the fine boys, the lino boys! If you
had seen them climb out of the
trenches to attack the flood of Germans, and they fell; I saw them fall;
my sergeants, mv llmitnnnnt
m
derly and he was such a good boy;
out ine othera kept on running forward. It was magnificent
And then
this wretched nlern at aholl rantrht m
In the ribs, and how those boys looked
after me. Thoy carried me In an overcoat, and when a shell exploded I'dey
lay aown on me, thoy actually covered
me with their bodies. And to think
that I left them out there all alone, my
chasseurs, my boys!'
Gradually the beds are filled. Each
little room has Its share of suffering
of silent suffering.
The seriously
wounded do not complain much.
"The chief surgeon and bis assistants come along. He baa just left
the operating room; bis linen coat is
stainod with blood and he holds his
hands, covered with rubber gloves,
high In the air. Under hla white cap
his face, crossed by a thin mustacke,
appears thin and hollow, with the
atralned, sharp expression evoked by
a day of work at high pressure.
"He stops before each bed, consults
the chart, makes a brief examination
and pronounces a few brief words
No time to lose, for there will ba operations all night long.
The Battle With Death.
"'Send thla one to the operating
room at once. Yes, captain; It will
bo a quick affair. Send that one next
Give him 600 centilitres Of serum in
Give that nthnr nna
tho meantime.
camphorated oil, maxlnn.ni dose.'
it la tue bitter, determined struggle against death, wblcb la eaaerlv on
tbe watch.
'There is a mora Inne-tlirinlau
the bed of a lieutenant who haa inat
been brought In. His stiff hair la curly and his face Is like a sculpture In
clear bronze. His eyes are of
bright, clear color and they look
sharply at the faces that bend over
blm.

1

Good-night-
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Pack in Spring so as to Prevent
All Shell Damage.
Specialists of United Statea Depart
ment of Agriculture Recommena
Use of New Standard Caaaa
With Strong Filler.
(Tram tha United States Department of
Agriculture.)

About 60 nor cent of the egg crop of
tha whole year la produced during tha
month! of March. April, May ana June,
It la during March, April and May also
that tha eggs are of tha beat quality
and most desirable for cold storage.
Nearly 86 per cent of all the eggs so
stored go Into storage during March,
April and May.
It la especially necessary, therefore,
specialthe department s
ists aay, to see that the early spring
pack Is well put up In new standard
cases with new strong fillers and flats
and that cracked eggs, even the very
"lightest checks," bo rigidly excluded.
Cracked eggs, the practical atudlcs
have estabof these invostigators
lished, are the cause of great trouble
and loss to the egg Industry from producer to con Burner. Every time an
egg la handled on the farm or elsewhere It Is likely to got shell damage. Occasionally the hen cracks an
eaa. but that Is seldom. The farmer
cracks some on the farm, and by the

Buffing,
Used,
Properly
Excelsior
the Case Makes an Even, Soft Cushion Which Prevents Egga From
8hiftlng.

one-tent-

three-tenth-

mashed or leaking. The damage when
eggs reach the big cltiea after a haul
of 1,000 miles or more will depend
upon the quality of the egg packing,
the way the lot Is placed In the car,
and the way the railroad hauls the
car, especially when switching. When
the eggs ari shipped in car lots and
both shippers and carriers do their
work well, transit dnruage Is kept
down to as little as 1 per cent, Includ
ing cracked, mashed, and leaking
eggs.
Approximately one egg in two cases
gets mashed or becomes a leaker on
the' railroad trip. But when eggs are

CALLS SELF 'AN ETHER SOUSE' mona.

post-offic-

4

BULLET

SEARS

HIS

SCALP an extent that he assorted his ability to outdo the work of tho expert.

Human Target In a William Tell Act.
After First Trial, 3ays
"Never Again!"
Calabar, Ci. Frank Shaffer and
Ben Brnnscora attempted to reproduce
the historic William Toll act here a
few daya ago.
The two men recently witnessed
ny
mi exhibition of target shooting
,.
This tired the
marksman.
.inn of Frank ShnfTpr to such

..rrt

Ben Uranscom bad aucb faith In the
prowess of his friend that be volunteered to bulnnce an acorn on bis
head, giving Shaffer permission to
ahoot at tbe object with hla trusty
rlrie
But the niarkBman aimed too low
plowed
missile
and the leaden
through tbe curly locks of the human
target, leaving a crimson scar on tbe
caip.
"Never agalu. ' said Hon Brauscom

Fine Field.
"Are you really the seventh son of a
seventh son?"
"Yes; but I don't do iny prophesying

claii'V)ant

ur

work "

"It Isn't that I was lust wondering
II I couldn't get your family s clotblnu
business; that's all." Louisville four
ler Journal.
"I

"dat
wif

Into

Overdid It.
know a man." said Uncle Ebeu
kep' so busy lookin' up fuh cloudr
silver llnln's dut he done walltei.
a coal bole"

one-thir- d

well-loade- d

one-fift-

time he hus hauled thorn to the coun
try store or to the shipper Investigators And that approximately 4 per
of one
cent are cracked and
per cent mashed or leaking.
If the country storekeeper rehandles
the eggs and hauls them to the egg
shipper, tha number of cracked egga
la increased to about 6 per cent. In
s
of 1 per cent are
addition,
mashed eggs or leakers that must be spring efcgs.
thrown out If, however, the country
storekeeper sends the cases of eggs to WAY OF SPREADING
DISEASE
a noarby shipper by local freight, the
total of cracked egga has risen at the
end of the journey to approximately 7 Water Pane in Henhouses Should Ba
Cleaned Every Day Flat Wash
per cent, and 1 per cent more are

X?

On orange day I brought aome COCONUT
IS SENT BY MAIL
of the fruit from Pomona to the count met soma of tho
ty
hospital,
where
Prisoner Telia Judge In California
Address Burned on Oval Sent From
boys who were there when I waa
Why Ha Stole Drug From
Hawaii Stampa Affixed to
I got a chance
patient.
to
get
a
big
Hospital.
Outer Covering.
can and some things for my leg. Then
Los Angeles. How and why ha In- I was arrested.'
Huntington Park, Cal. The queerJudge White aentenced McCaalln to
vaded the county hospital, stole a can
e
est piece of mall matter In local
of ether, a package of Iodoform and SO daya In JalL
history arrived recently adby
bandages,
H.
told
U
a roll of
dressed to Dr. Sigmund Frey, bead of
Jealous of "Mourning" Husband.
In Judge White's court, waa deNew York. Mrs. Elizabeth Sher- tha Jewish Orphans' home. A cococlared by tbe court to be the most
nut from Hawaii was delivered to
peculiar statement over made before wood has Instituted proceedings In di- him. Tbe nut was atlll
within Ita origvorce against ber husband, Peter V.
aim.
covering and tbe address
McCaatln described himself as "an Sherwood of Now York city. She al- inal fibrous
bad been burned Into tbe smooth outether souse" and pleaded guilty to the leges ha "went In mourning" for tbe er
surface with a burning needle.
larceny charge. According to hla story, death of another woman and refused
Sixty cents' worth of stamps wera
his Indulgence In the soporific datea to tell ber the woman 'a name.
necessary for postage, stuck on tbe
back two years. Ha said:
In order to Increase epeM by over- nut Itself.
"One night I started to ride to work
at Bakerfleld on a motorcycle and on coming wind resistance, ona of the
Excellent Reason.
the way waa struck by a car. They New English dirigibles baa all the
Another reason why one child la
took me to a hospital to operate on my machinery and apace for passengers
not enough for a family Is that when
eg, and for the first time In my Ufa Included In tha balloon.
It grows up tha father has two bosses
amelled ether. I thought It was the
Two million miles of dirt roads have In tha family and the mother and tha
est eipertenca I ever had. Slnca
I have persuade
all mora doc- been built In the United States. Tha kid have none. Houston Post
tors to operate on me Then I found total length of public roads of all klnda
In thla country la estimated at 3.260,-00- 0
Every day the River Thames scoops
I could buy the drug.
miles.
1.600 tons of earth from Ita banka
"Ijitelv I have been living In Po--

even dents, If well packed, loaded
and transported, are only
more liable to damage than are the
aound eggs similarly handled. If the
cases are well packed and shipped In
car lota, the additional
liability to damage la only about
of an egg per case. From th
viewpoint of transportation alone the
5 per cent of lightly cracked eggs
appears to ba comparatively unimportant
Cracked Eggs Causa Serious Leas If
Stored.
From the viewpoint of cold storage,
however, even lightly cracked eggs
are of great Importance. Tbe Investigators find that about 60 per cent of
tha cracked eggs are rotten by November, generally because of a growth of
mold.
Sometimes the moldy crack
resting against the filler Infects It
and the egg In the next cell becomes
moldy. Each leaking egg causes about
two eges besides ltaelf to rot. On the
other hand, good early spring eggs
with sound, clean sheila show less
than 1 per cent loss from decay by
November. In other words, six eggs
in evory dozen cracked eggs will rot,
while only one sound egg In 12 dozen
will rot, all other conditions being
equal. The cracked eggs are a heavy
economic loss.
Loss $94 Per Carload.
EggL at the eastern seaboard during the early spring are commonly
worth about 20 cents a dozen. Cur
rylng charges, Including Insurance,
are usually about 2 cents a dozen.
Therefore, the nine cracked eggs
which are spoiled by November show
a total loss, not only of their value
when thoy were stored, which was
about 15 cents, but also the carrying
charges, or a total of 1UV4 cents.
About ten cracked eggs out of the
19, on the average, will not spoil, but
are much lower In grade when coming
out of storage than the sound eggs.
They will bo sold for about 33 por cent
less thun the sound, good eggs, making, on a
basis, another loss
of 7 cents, or a total loss due to
cracked eggs alono of 23 'a ccnta a
case, or about $94 on a carload of 400
cases.
Thla loss of 23 centaa cose, which
Is believed to be a conservative estimate, quickly mounts up to Imposing
figures when the vast number of cases
of eggs that are stored is taken Into
consideration.
In 45
houses alone, according to the report
of tho American Warehousemen's association, about 3.750,000 cases of eggs
were In storage on July 1, 1915. If
those cases BuHcrdd the average damage, In these warehouses alone there
would be a loss to tho country of
$881,000 that might have been saved
to tho egg Industry from producer to
the consumer it shippers had been
more careful In packing their early

Basin Easily Cleaned.

How often do you clean up the water pans In your henhouses? You
ought to clean them every day. Por
a dirty water pan is the surest way
of spreading disease throughout your
Uork.

The best way of handling water In
the poultry house Is to keep it In a
cheap, flat wash basin that can bo

easily cleaned and refilled. It doesn't
pay to bother with patent water tanks.
You will bave to fill thorn Just aa
often as the basins, and they are harder to clean up..
Place the open baBin on a box some
eight or ten inches high and perhaps
eighteen Inches square, and make a
runway for this. This keeps It from
filling up with dirt and Btraw from tbe
floor, and tho hens do not climb Into
It In drinking.
Then put the box and basin In a
sunny corner of the house away from
the roosts and nests, so that no dirt
can fall into It from above.,
Clean It and refill with clean, fresh
water every day and you will have
put the disease germs to flight Indefinitely. Wisconsin Station.

QWAMP.
R HOT
A

not recommended
tor everything; but If
you have kidney, liver
or bladder tsuuble It
may be found Just the remedy you need.
At druga-letIn nfty cent and dollar alsaa.
You may receive a sample else bottle of
thla reliable medicine by Parcel Post,
also pamphlet telling about It.
Address Dr. Kilmer A Co., Blnghamtoa,
N. Y., and enclose tea cents, also men-

tion this paper.

PfEELEY
LU INSTITUTE

OOP.. EIO.MTflNTH

shipped In less than car lots, the trail- alt damage la generally multiplied
many times. The total damage from
all handlings of eggs between the hen
and the consumer, Investigations show,
Is certainly not less than 10 per cent,
and may be even greater. Tha 10
eggs out of 100 that are damaged consist of about eight egga which are
lowered In value by cracking and
about two eggs which are a total loss.
Cracked Eggs Lower Prices.
Because there are so many lightly
cracked eggs and because they will
bring a lower price If put In cases by
themselves, most shlppors have got
Into tha habit ot Including about B
per cent of cracked eggs In the cases
ot supposedly sound eggs. This practice has continued so long that tha
In cltiea have adjusted prices
accordingly. On the average the shipper Is really paid for Just what ha
ships.
Very ofton tha receiver blames tha
railroad for all the light aa well as the
heavy damage In tbe case; and slnca
tha Inclusion ot tha 6 per cent ot lightly damaged eggs has become generally
known. It commonly Is supposed that
It Is these eggs which, being wonk.
are further damaged In transit. The
Investigators ot the department, bow-- !
over, find that these light cracks, or

AND

CURTIS STB.

DENVER. COLO.

Liquor and Drug Addictions
cured by a scientific courts of medication.

The

only place in Colorado where tha
Genuine itecley Remtdiei are administered.
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DAISY FLY KILLER
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They're Even.
"See hero, .Mr. Jones," said his physician, "It 1b taking you an awful long
time to pay that bill of mine."
"I know It, doc," answered Jones,
"but you ought to remember that yo
were an awful long time curing me."

FRECKLES
Mow It ihm Tim to Oft Uldof Tom
Lgly bpoia.
of
Thrre'a no lnngt-- the llRhtt
feeling Hstitmrri (if ymir truck
tb
prforrlptlon
othlne double
trentfth to
guarantied to rcmuv this homely ainii
Himply net
n ounce of othlne
ilmibla
trmgth from your drum! at, and apply
little of It night and morning ant! you
hould soon ti e that vin the wurat
bfRUfi to dlauppt nr, while the lighter
hv
onea have vanlahed entirety. It la ai'Ulom
lhat morn than one otinco la needed to completely clear the akin and gain a beautiful
clear completion.
fte aure to auk for the dnuhte atrengtti
othlne, aa thla la aold under guumntee of
money back If It falla t remove tree k lea.

nd
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Willie's Misfortune.
Wllllo has dllllciilty in his Hpeech,
antl a llttlo girl who came to sou him
was wry much Intcrostod in It.
"What makes him talk that way?M
alio aHked another girl, who told her
that he was "touguutted." When she
got home sho told her mother about It
'Mother,' she said, "that little boy
had bis ton g no tied with a hard knot,
and could hardly talk at all."
Not to Be Expected.

The fussy woman was picking over
the undressed kid gloves while the
weary clork answered queries.
"Will these

gloves wash?"

asked

the woman.
"They will wash In a solution," replied the clerk.
guaranteed
not te
"Are they
shrink?" asked the womun.
"How can you guarantee undressed
kids not to shrink from washing?" demanded the clork. Cincinnati Enquirer.
Better Than Postage Stamps.
Sovoral American firms with unusually hoavy mailings use a postage
motor which, instead ot nlllxlng the
usual postage stumps on mall matter,
nial.os an impression In the upper
right-hancorner.
The new postal
meter performs several tusks, such aa
scaling, stamping, facing and counting
approximately 2'0 pieces of mall matter a minute. The envelopes, unsealed
and unstamped, are placed In a compartment of the machine much in the
aame manner as tlioy would be placed
in a box, the mechanism handling tbe
envelopes automatically
from that
point. The stumping mechanism not
only makes an Impression' on tbe envelopes, but also counts, the numbers
appearing in a descending serial on
top of the stamping meter. Tho meter
Is ao made that Its mechanism can
only be adjusted by the post ofllce authorities, who sol It for the number
of impressions the user has paid for.
When that number ot Impressions Is
exhausted, the meter automatically
locks.
QLAS8 OF WATER
Upset Her.

People who don't know about fooB
FOR TOOLS ahould never be allowed to feed persons with weak stomachs.
All Implements 8hould Be Protected
Sometime ago a young woman who
From Weather When Not In Use
Uvea In Me. had an attack of scarlet
to Save Depreciation.
fever, and when convalescing waa permitted to eat anything aha wanted.
way
only
depreciaovercome
to
The
Indiscriminate feeding soon put her
proper
provide
bousing
to
tor back In bed with severe stomach ant)
tion Is
all tools and Implements. This will kidney trouble.
protect them from the weather when
"There I stayed," she says, "three
they are not In use. While tha ques months, with my stomach in such contion of housing Is Important, It Is dition that I could take only a few tee
equally Important that the defective spoonfuls ot milk or beef Juice at a
and broken parte be repaired.
waa brought
time. Finally Grape-Nut- s
A workshop Is required to make to my attention and I asked my doe-to- r
these repairs. It need not be large,
If I might eat It. He said, "yea,
but sufficiently roomy to allow for a and I commenced at once.
atove,
bench,
work
and a certain
a
"The food did me good from the
amount of floor space where tbe ma start and I waa soon out of bed and rechlnery or tools may be repaired, or covered from
the atomach trouble. I
taken apart and reassembled.
have gained ten pounds and am able
to do all household dutlea, some days
GOOD POULTRY LICE POWDER alttlng down only long enough to eat
my meals. I can eat anything that
Dried Tobacco Stems, Powdered and one ought to eat, but I still continue
Mixed With Blacked Lime, la
to eat Grape-Nut- s
at breakfast and
supper and like It better every day.
Excellent Mixture.
"Considering that I could stand only
Tobacco stems, dried, powdered and a abort time, and that a glass of water
mixed with slacked lime or used alone, seemed 'so heavy,' I am fully aatlsflef
make an excellent lice powder. Tbe that Grape-Nut- s
has been everything
sterna can be boiled, when tbe Juice to me and that my return to health
forma a good spraying liquid for kill- Is due to It.
ing tbe mites on the roost.
"I have told several frltids having
For head lice on chicks apply tha nervous or stomach trouble what
Juice to the head with a small cam-- Grape-Nutdid for me and In every
r
brush.
case they apeak hlgbly of the food."
Tincture of larkspur makes short
"There's a Reason." Name givasi
work ot the large bead lice, but must by Postum Co., Battle Creek, Mich.
be used carefully and In small
Ever
the !
leltrrr A aw
appear
llan ta time.
Thr
aa fall ( baawa
re araulae, Irea
tra.
la threat.

PROPER HOUSING

Excelsior Buffing, Improperly Used,
Increases Rather Than Prevents
Egg Breakage In tha Case and Dis
tributes Pressure Unevenly en tha
Top Layer.

Is

s
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SILK SPECIALS
To be offered at a heavy discount
for one week, beginning Saturday.
LOT NUMBER ONE

Printed Poplins. Civpe de Chines
and Tussah Brocades. Values up to 50c, at
23c
per yard
Inchidir.fr

LOT NUMBER TWO
Made up of Silk Waistings, Crepe de Chines,
Silk Figured Ratine, Printed Moire, Printed
Silks and Striped, Plaid and Brocaded Crepe,
39c
values up to $1.00, at per yd

LOT NUMBER THREE

Contains Printed Poplins. Figured Messa-lineSilk Serges, Brocaded and Figured
Poplins,
Silk
that formerly sold for $1.00 and
$1.25, at per yard .:
79c

s.

ft

These three lots contain silks of a
very high grade, in the season's
best colors and combinations and
can not be bought elsewhere at
anything nearly so reasonable.

Middv Dresses. Dlain and combinat'irm

fi

One-Piec- e

is the slogan of our leading papers.
All styles that are fit to wear will

be found in Luikart & Co's.
doming and you don't
have to strain your eyes to find it
ready-to-put-o- n

in a

KIRSCHBAUM
-- OR-

CURLEE SUIT
The color range includes Gray,
Brown, Plaid, Stripe, Check, and
the staples Blue, Brown, and Black

$15.00

Another Shipment
of Blouses

i

arrived this week and are
perfectly beautiful. They
B. K. Co.,
are of Batiste, Embroidered
and Lace Trimmed at
$1.00
Other styles in Rice Cloth, Silk, Voile, Crepe
de Chine, etc. Long and short sleeves, high
and low neck, white and colors,
$1 to $4.00
A.

-

$1 SO fn

fn 14

Fit to Print

Taffeta Frocks, Georgette Frocks,
Point d'Sprit Party Gowns,
Embroidered Voile Dresses,
Palm Beach Sport Frocks
Pique Skirts, Shepherd Check Skirts,
Beach Cloth Skirts, Awning Stripe Linene Skirts
Sport Coats, Motor Coats,
Cloth Suits, Taffeta Suits, and an array
of Dainty Nainsook and Crepe Negligee.

S

That's

All the News

Never before have we shown more
charming and beautiful apparel. This
seems to be the general opinion of those
who have ajready inspected our new
summer modes,' at very moderate prices.
A peep into our shop will reveal

m

CHILDREN'S DRESSES
I

A REMARKABLE SHOWING
OF THE NEW SUMMER MODES

191 S

to

$35.00

Shoes for All the Family
The best styles in Patent
or Kid low shoes for ladies
can be found here
$2.50, $3., $3.50 and $4.
Ladies high shoes, Patent,
Kid. Gunmetal, etc.
to
$3.00
$5.00
Low shoes built of canvas,
with the new ivory sole.

For sireet and sport wear.
For men
$4.00

Dresses

Others in Vici, Gunmetal
and Patent, in pleasing
styles
$3.00 to $6.00

In Ginghams, Poplins and Suitings,
white and colors, sizes 2 to 14.
Price
65c to $1.50

Shoes for Children

To whom it may concern:
NOTICE
C. V. Steed
Milton Reece
This is to testify that I am
For Representative
A convention of the RepubliThe friends of C. V. Steed,
who last week announced as a PROMINENT LEADERS OP MORAL personally acquainted with Rev. cans of Curry County, New
Milton Reece. a candidate for Mexico, is hereby called to meet
candidate for Probate Judge,
URGE VOTERS OF
FORCES
representative
from Curry Coun- at 2 p. m. June 24th, 1910 at the
CURRY COUNTY TO VOTE FOR
are flocking: to his support in
ty
to be a man Court House in Clovis, Curry
and
believe
him
large numbers. The News does
MILTON REECE.
aptitude
of
unusual
for
the office. County. New Mexico. The purnot believe that there is a can- To whom it may concern:
years he pose of this meeting is to make
than
For
two
more
didate for office that is better This is to certify, I am supI
and
in the nominations fur the coming
have
ministers
been
qualified for the position to porting Rev. Milton Reece in his
I
to election for the several county
same
come
town
have
and
which lie aspires than is Mr. race for the legislature. 1 have
a
sterling
know
as
of
him
man
Steel AlthouRh a resident of known him for several years, value. He is an able leader in offices, and to transact such
further business as may come
this county for over nine years and I believe he is just the man
great moral movement. before the convention.
he hns never aspired to any kind we need to represent us from evriry
Nobody ever has any doubts
The several precmcts of the
of ofTk-- and it was only through Curry County. He is an earnest
about where he stands. If he is
promthe persuasion of many
christian, an able minister of elected, I believe he will stand county are entitled to delegates
to this convention as follows:
inent democrats that he finally the gospel, and will stand for all
for the right boldly, fearlessly
11)
consented to make the race.
Clovis Precinct 9
the legislation which we so much
ably and that the forces of
4
He was the first man to en- need along moral lines. I be- and
Texico.
2
gage in business in Clovis, nine lieve it to be the duty of all righteousness in this state will
Blacktower
2
years ago and his original home- christians in the County to sup- have a worthy advocate in this St Vrain
8
stead was that upon which the port him and especially do I splendid Christian man with his Melrose
great "common sense" about
3
Fields
town is now located. He has solicit the support of the Metho4
Grady
during all these years been a dist people ia the County for political matters.
C. W. Lambert,
2
persistent booster for his town, him.
Hollene
Pastor First Christian Church,
3
county and adopted state. He
Claude
when
There never was a time
Clovis. N. M.
2
Legansville
was born and reared in the hills wt so much needed Christian
10
Clovis, Precinct 1
of old Carolina and is a democrat men in our state legislature as
Produce Market Report
of the old school. He is firm in now. There never was time
county
committeemen of
The
his convictions and scruplous-i- when the lawless element in our Clovis Creamery & Produce Co. each precinct will phase call
honest. The tax payers of state were trying harder to Cream
L per lb
21 cts precinct meetings for the purthis county need not have fear dominate the state. Let us do Hens
" "
10 cts pose of electing delegates in acthat the affairs of the office will our utmost to elect brother Broilers : ... " "
and will
25 cts cordance herewith,
is
not be in safe hands if he is Reece. Then we can rest assur- Turkeys
precinct
" "
.10 cts kindly see that their
conelected. We have yet to hear of ed, not only will our County be Eggs
the
duly
represented
in
" doz
14 cts
a single person who questions well represented, out immoral
vention.
bia honesty and ability. There forces of the state will have an
Dated this May 24th, 1910, at
is propably no man in Clovis opponent who will fight them to Socialist County Meeting Clovis, New Mexico.
All Socialists will take notice
who ia better acquainted with a finish.
Respectfully,
county
meeting
W. A. Havener,
that
of
a
the people of both the town and
the
J. H. Messer,
county than is Mr. Steed. He Pastor First M. E. Church. South Socialist Party has been called
Chairman
to be held at the Yeoman Hall
W. J. Curren,
is a member of the Masonic and
Clovis, N. M.
in Clovis June 11th, 1916, at 2:00
4t
Secretary.
Odd Fellows lodges of Clovis and
I have known Rev. Milton p. m.
Matters of importance
has always been identified with
The Progress Club
four are to be attended to and we
the best interests of the city. Reece as pastor for nearlyability
The Progress Club met in last
urge all socialists to be present.
He has been especially active in years. He is a man of
He
sterling
integrity.
has
and
regular
session for the year with
doing charitable work and takes
E. T. Schwab, County Sec.
needed
thought
given
to
much
Mrs.
B. Parker, Tuesday afL.
something
doing
pride
in
much
legislation.
best
The
interests
ternoon.
which will be beneficial to his
The gentral topic for discusIsllow creature. A vote for C. V. of Curry County and New MexiFanners
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in
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co
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was "Home Nursing," afSteed for Probate Judge is a vote
in
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my
is
the
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that
which
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It
ter
Patent
for the right man.
present situation the Democrats Cutter" is far ahead of any- Mrs. W. G. Nutter lead with
.Rooms--BankeConvention of Curry County would make a thing you can buy to kill weeds articles on beautifying lawns by
Persons having rooms for rent very serious mistake should they with and cultivate yoor crop. different arrangements of grass,
Current
Investigate before you buy a flowers and trees.
during-- bankers convention, will fail to nominate Milton Reece.
program.
concluded
the
events
Billingtoa
Moore,
sled.
S.
See
Jeremiah
A.
at
Fuqua
at
Mr.
the
notify
please
The Club will begin work
Havener or Erie E. Forbes at
Oovis National or Mr. Gregg at Pastor of Presbyterian Church,
M.
again
in September.
N.
Clovis.
Clovis.
It
.First National Bank.

50c to $3 00

Womam Missionary Society
Mrs. Chas. Irvine was hostess
the W. M. S. at their social
meeting on Thursday afternoon.
In the absence of Mrs, Bayless,
Mrs. Rice conducted the deto

votional and literary program.
After an interesting discussion
of Orientals in America, Mrs.
Irvine assisted by Mesdames
Messer and Austin served appe
tizing refreshments.
These monthly socials are very
etg'ovable and instructive and
the good attendance proves that
the ladies appreciate thpm.

Dancing

Party

Mesdames Prichard and Drake
entertained with dancing at the
Elks Home Monday evening, in
honor of Mrs. Prichard's sister,
Mrs. Hoffman, who is visiting
hero from Kansa.
About
twenty-fivcouple attended and
it was described by one who
was there as being one of the
greatest social successes of the
Messrs Morris and
season.
Chapman furnished the music,
which was par excellence. Fruit
punch was served during the
dance and an ice ourse
e

P. S.

REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF

The Citizens Bank
OF CLOVIS
At the

close of business May

1, 1910

11

y

4t-p-

rs

Loans and Discounts
Furniture and Fixtures
Cash and Exchange

... $5.",. 177.20
.... 2. 190 00

.... 37.3S9.31
$94,713.51

Capithl Stock
Undivided Profits
Individual Deposits

...

$25 000.00
1,024.25
iS.fi91.26
$94,715.51

I certify

the above statement is true

and correct.
S. A.

JONES. Cashier.

We opened this bank for business
March 25th, believing there was a field
for it in this community. We invite
your closest inspection of the above
statement and upon it? merits solicit
your banking business.

The Citizens Bank of Clovis
3. A. JONES, Cashier.
CATTLE LOANS

-

OUR SPECIALTY

